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MO' JNT ST. HFLFNS ERUPTli!N

Restoration of Columbia, Cowlitz and Toutle River Channel::
for Navigation and Flood Control

by

F. Bechj y
1

AHS TRACT

On 18 May 1980, Mount St, Helens, Washington experienced a major volcanic

eruption. Resulting eruptive flows consisting mainly of a large portion

of the former mountain top were displaced into the upper reaches of the

Toutle River. Large volumes of these sands, gravels and silts reached the

Cowlitz and Columbia Rivers. At an estimated cost of $221 million, a massive

water and land fleet of dredging equipment was mobilized by the Portland

District, U ~ S ~ Army Corps of Engineers, to begin the restoratio~. Flood

control work requires significant completion by late October 1980, and navi-

gation depths are being re" tored in increments to a'i leviate delay, to vessel

traffic.

1Chief, Waterways Maintenance Branch, Navigation Division, Portland District,
U ~ S. Army Corps of Engineers.



1. General

In early April 1980, Mt. St. Helens in southwestern Washington State

began exhibiting earthquakes, minor steam and. ash ejectioiis arid otlier

activities signaling a new era of activity in recent times for this longtime

inactive volcano, Minor eruptions continued, becoming larger and larger «s

the weeks passed, resulting in a massive and explosive eruption on Sunday

morning, 18 Nay 1980. On that morning two magnitude 5 Richter seal.e earth-

quakes occurred at 8:32 and 8:34 Pacific Daylight Time. The upper north

flank of the mountain, which for a few days previously had bulged outward

several hundred feet, gave way i.n an immense landslide, instantaneously

releasing the pressure of a plug of gas-charged magma that had ris=n within

the crust below the volcano.

Shock waves created by the explosion were felt. and heard in faraway places s«ch as

Vancouver, B. C., eastern Washington and Oregon into the Will«matte 'Valley.

However, nearby communities to the south and west of the mountain:I.ncluding

Vancouver� Washington, Portland, Oregon and l.,ongview ancl Kelso, Washington,

did not feel or hear the blast. The gas cloud and blast zone 1m~acted by the

mountain ranged from 12 to 15 miles to the north and west of the volcano.

Temperatures within the zone of devastat'on are estimated to hav reached

more than 500 degrees centigrade.

The eruption and blast removed an estimateci 4 billion ciibic v;irds of material

from the top and center of' the moiint«in, lowering i ts height 'by more than
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1200 feet and forming a huge crater more than a mile in diameter. It i.s

estimated approximately one quarter of the 4 billion cubic yards af material

emerging from the mountain was dispersed inta the atmosphere in the form of

volcanic ash, which settled in varying thicknesses over hundreds of square

miles to the northeast of the volcano. Thicknesses as deep as two and three

inches are recorded in some communi.ties of eastern Washington, with thick-

nesses of a sixteenth to an eighth af an inch recorded in communities in Idaho,

Montana and Wyoming. As shown on Figure 1, the blast and resultant mud and

pyroclastic flaws also impacted the river basins of the Toutle, Cowlitz and

Columbia rivers. It is estimated that approximately 3 billion cubic yards of

the material settled in the upper 14 miles of the north fork of the Toutle

River, with an additional 58 million cubic yards settling in the upper reaches

of the, south fork of the Toutle River. Hudflows in the following 24 hours,

buoyed by melting ice and waters displaced out of the upper river channels,

carried more than 50 million cubic yards into the 21 miles of the Cowlitz

River fram the mouth of the Toutle downstream and deposited an additional

45 million cubic yards in the Calumbia River, upstream and downstream, of the

mouth of the Cowlitz River. These flows and volumes occurred in less than

a 24-hour period after the blast. The Toutle and Cowlitz rivers experienced

three successive flood crests. The third crest occurred early on the 19th

of May at Castle Rock and equaled a 250-year frequency. This flaw came

from less than one-fourth of the drainage area. Columbia River infill took

place between the hours af midnight and five A. M. on 19 May. It is difficult

to imagine these tremendaus volumes of material moving into these river basins

and channels in so short a period of time. F1ood profiles did not exceed

previous record flood levels in the Cowlitz and Columbia rivers> although

they did app'roach major flood levels in the Cowlitz River above 1 angview and
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Kelso. Mudflows did not bui 1<I up ac any .I ocations, but c«suit» rl in uniform

layers of sand and grave1 and other debris b«i»g deposited throu'.bout t:lre

floodplain of th» lower Tout 1« and the lower Cowlitz River valleys; instead

of the normal-stained high � water marks such as experienced in rai »fall

f1oods, almost everywhere. tlte water flowed in tlte low«r Cowlitz and Toutl»

Rivers a Itard dense layer of sand and gravel was lef t.

This event could be likened to a simi lar volume of. material arrd cons istc.ncy

of "pancake batt.er" flowing at a high rate of speed along the floors of these

river valleys anrl simply leveling out and settling as the flows continued

downstream, Trees were caked with up to several inches of material along

their trunks as well as everything within the flow zone on tires» rivers.

Tests on 19 May after the peak flows had passed still indicated 'Lt/ so Lids.

JTU levc.ls in the Toutle ranged upward from 8000 and ln the Cowlitz were

recorded al. 5600 on 19 May. Normal levels are 3 to 10 .ITU's. l.'i.goree 2

and 3 show mechanical analysis results of samp Les for Cowiitz an<i Columbia

River channels. Densities in place. range from 1801 gms/liter t.o 2086 gms/liter.

Normal Columbia River sand densities are about 1850 to 1900 gms/I iter.

The infill material is very angular and te»ds to cling togethr r, r»suiting

in considerably less daily capacities and distanc~ s. Vear of drr dg»

components were also found to be inc.reased by up to 25i.

2. Flood Control Lr~n act

Twenty � one miles of the Cowlitz River from the mouth of th» '.I'<n~tlr River

downstream were assr ntial'ly filled in, r.liminating natural channel. capacities.
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Figure 4 provides profiles of the Cowlitz Rivex before and after the mudflows.

At the time af the eruption, Cowlitz River flows were in the ne:ighborhood of

8 to 10,000 cfs and these flows after the resultant mudflows on 18 and 19 Nay

were essentially at bank-full capacity. In addition, because mudflow materials

remained in essent:ially a11 areas they inundated, valley storage;..- capacities

for the normal floods were severely impaired. Communities of Lex.-ngton and

Castle Rock, as well as the large communities of Kelso and Longview, were left

virtually without flood protection and would expexience millions of dollars

in damage during the coming winter months if urgent measures were not undertaken

immediately. In the Columbia River, flood control impacts were not nearly so

severe. It is estimated 45 million cubic yards of. infill material would have

raised flood levels on the Columbia River upstream of the Longview area more

than a foot for several mi1es. However, there were no extensively developed

areas In this affect � Impacted xeach that would experience severe damages

because of the increased flood levels.

3. Nav~iation Im~ac ts

Columbia RIver navigation channel is normally 40 x 600 feet Columbia River

low-water datum. This channel traverses the Columbia River from the ocean to

the Portland, Oregon metropolitan area. The Cowlitz River enters the

Columbia River at the Columbia River Nile 68, and the mouth of the Rillamette

River which serves t: he Portland harbor area at Nile 101. 1n addition, there

is routInely maintained navigation channel In the lower four mi.,les of the

Cowlitz River with dimensions of 10 by 150 feet, This latter channel served

primarily tug and barge traffic; whereas, the Col,umbia River navigation

channel sexves tug and barge and deep draft vessel. traffic and experiences

commerce in excess of 25 million tons per year, in t.hese reaches.
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As reported by the Columbia River pilots, a deep draf t vessel traversed the

Columbia River channel in the vicinity of River mile 68 in an upstrea~

direction without incident at 3 A. M. on 19 May. However, at '5 A. M. on 19

May another vessel progressing upstream ran hard ag ound at River mile 68

adjacent to the mouth of the Cowlitz RIver and had to be assisted off by tugs

later in the day. Hydrographic surveys accomplished late on l9 May after

turbidity lave!s subsided sufficiently enough to aj low penetration of elec-

tronic Fathometer signals, revealed navigation depths in the Columbia River

had been reduced to 15 fee CRD and navigation .Ieptha in the Cow/itz River

were virtually nonexistent. These depths essentially closed the Columbia

River channel from upstream of Longview to deep draft-vessel traffic. Thirty-

one deep draft vessels were trapped upstream of the area in the Portland-

Vancouver and Kalama harbor areas. In addition, � ships enroute to the area

were forced to stand off the mouth of the Columiba River or seek other ports.

Impacts to the ports, the commur<ities, and industry mounted to millions of

dollars per day from the disruption of oeep-draf .-vessel tref f ic in the

Columbia River. The major portion of the inf ill material in the Columbia

River extended from River Mile 63 upstream to River Mile 72. Fi.gure 5 illu-

strates the distribution of the material in comparison with norok<l channel

depths. Based on surveys, approximately !4 million cubXc yards cf material

infilled the 40 by 600 foot navigation channel iv,-. this reach alone.

Funding

After a survey of the. impacted area and consider"rion of available alter-

natives for restoring the flood control and navI.g:,.tiov. channels «f the

Columbia and Cowlitz rivers together with m .asur:-<s necessary ' o minimize

future impacts of winter flood and erosion of th; hug» «< df il»s in the

Toutle River basin, a funding program was «etermi.>ed and. submit ted to the
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Congress. This program resulted in $221 mil]. ion heing made available to

accomplish restorative measures for the Corps of Engineer» activities

resulting from the St. Helens eruption. $176 million of this money was in

Public Law 99 funds and the remaining $45 million in 0 & N funds for the

Columbia River channel. Figure 6 illustrates a breakdown of fun.iing

program for Fiscal Year 1980. It is estimated an excess of $55 million

additional funds may be required through Fiscal Year 1985 based on current

conditions and reasonable estimates of future impacts from eruptive activities

already experienced. Further eruptions could alter our restoratton program

and probable funding requirements.

5. Environmental Impact Statement

Zn an unprecedented effort, Portland T>istrict staff. embarked on prepara-

tion of an EIS for the Mount St. Helens recovery operations to provide the

public, Federal and State agencies an opportunity to zev:iew the alternatives

considered and probable impacts to the envi.-:onment of the actions underway

and proposed to be accomplished. The draft Environmental Impact Statement

was completed in preliminary form on 25 July 1980 and sent to interested

Federal, State and local agencies for review. The final draft Environmental

Impact Statement was submitted to the Environmental Protection Agency

19 September 1980. The time frame for production of the initial draft

was only twenty days and many procedural steps were obviously abbreviated.

The time table did not permit detailed and in � depth review of each topic

di.scussed. However, it is simply not possible to be complete due to the

unstable conditions and incomplete data availab]e at the time. The EIS

was written in the spirit of the NEPA and will be supplemented in the

future. as updated informatiori c larifies the many options nr a3 ternal ives

that are considered as conditions develop.
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6. Restoration efforts.

Immediately after the eruption the blockage ta the navigation channels

of the Columbia and lower Cowlitz Rivers was clearly evident. On .19 htav

District hopper dredge plant was ordered mobilized to the site and a

search began for contractor-owned dredg iug alii. ipment . On 23 stay a let t» r

contract was awarded for movement of must af the l»trge pipel itte dr».dges

of the West Coast t u the worksite. Tn <!te f <711awing days, sever> l t ribut lrv�

stream drainage channels cumplet.ely blacked by th< mud f low in the-  ;owl itz

River were the s< ene at activity by Corps of Fngineers emergency excav ltian

activities and minor improvements werc made ta existing levee syst:ems tu

provide minimum flood protection.

In following days and weeks as mare data of the extent and impact.s of the

St. Helens eruptians were made known, planning efforts far a variety af

alternatives to provide both navigation in the Columbia River anil tload

control protection to the communities in the Cowlltz River basin were

developed. Additional dredges for restoration of the Cowlitz River

channel, debris retaining structures in the upper Toutle River basin, levee

construction for urban areas in the lower Cawlitz River and other alterna-

tives were conceived, considered and initiated as soon as their scope coul.d

be firmed and invitations for bid proces'ed. Tine following paragraphs

briefly outline the efforts involved in the various alternatives for tltese

restoration activities.

a. ~Navi ation on the tuslumhia River. I'i ure 7 illustrates the River

from Mile 63 ta River Mile 72 together with the location of the tTauth of the

Cowlitz River. As shown on Figure 5, the major portion of the infiil

occurred in this reach of the Culuut! ia River.. Aft< r pr» 1iminarv surveys ort

19 May three government hopper dredge plant. vessels operated hy the Port. Land

District were ordered ta this vi <.ini t.y. In addi t.ian, the Parr af P<!rt.land
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30-inch pipeline dredge OREGON, working under Corps of Engineers contract

at another location in the lower Columbia River, was ordered to proceed to

the area. As additional survey data was accumulated over the next forty

days, contractors on the Rest Coast and throughout the nation wer canvassed

by phone to determine the amount of large pi.»;]ine dredging pla;.tt that was

active and available to be mobilized to the area within a short .:"-.rind of

time. A contract was negotiated immediately with the largest dre,i,"lng

contractor on the Rest Coast. At the same time determination of the

location and extent of a large amount of disposal area capacity n ccssary

was underway. This effort required maximum cooperation between contractors,

local authorities, environmental interests, a large number of Federal,

State and local agencies. Because of the urgent nature of the re, torat.ion

activities, environmental requirements were relaxed if necessary, as long

as all reasonable efforts were made to reduce impacts from the activities-

Figure 8 illustrates the phased plan of excavation of the Columbia River

navigation channel that was conceived and. accomplished on a timely basis

to provide utilization of the channel by deepdraft vessels on a priority

basis. Columbia River pilots and the U.S. Coast Guard cooperated complet-

ly in controlling the passage of deepdraft vessels through this area during

high-tide periods and daylight hours on],y on a fully coordinated basis to

provide for a maximum of vessel traffic passage with a minimum of disruption

and danger to the equipment and dredging cre~s in the area. Table 9 provides

a summary of the dredges uti]ized to restore the Columbia River navigati.on

project channel depths together with the listing of pertinent data. The

14 million cubic yards of infil]. in the federal project will be removed

by about 30 November 1980.
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Upon determination thereof, near1y 45 million cubic yards of material had

infilled into this reach of the Columbia River channel, and it was evident

that more than restoration of the navigation project itself would have to be

accomplished in the near future. Otherwise, continued normal river flows

would erode the remaining infilled material and move significant amounts

downstream to cause disruptions to navigation channel depths for the Fore-

seeable future. Soon after the magnitude of the problem was determined,

the services of a consultant were secured with the view towards determining

the extent of additional dredging outside federal project limits that should

be accomplished to minimize the impacts of future flows to navigation channel

depths in the Columbia River. Figures IO, 11 6 12 are maps illustrating the

results of the consultant efforts. Fxcavation to the limits shown on the maps

will result in an additional 8 million cubic yards of material being removed

from the Co1umbia channel. The removal of the additional 8 million cubic

yards is not as urgent and will be accomplished over the next years.

b. Lower Cowlitz, 'Vithin thc first few days after the May 18 eruption

as surveys and field reconnaissance confirmed a massive infill into the

Cowlitz River channel, it became apparent that the lower 9 miles of the

river presented special problems as far as restoration of the flood control

and navigation channel. The navigation channel in the Cowlitz River existed

previously from River Mile 4 downstream. Upstream to River Mile 9, areas

adjacent to the river channel were heavily urbanized and disposal areas were

sparse and often times several hundred to several thousand feet from the

river channel. Upstream of River Nile 9, population densities dropped

drasticaIJy and areas adjacent to the river channel were primarily farmland

that had been inundated and infilled considerably as a result of the mudflows.

27
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Accomplishment of restoration of the channel reach from River Nile 9

downstream appeared to be most feasible by medium and large pipeline

dredge plant. It was also determined that nearly all of this type of

plant on the West Coast would have to be utilized for this restoration

operation. Therefore, noxmal competition by advertised bid to get the

equipment to the site quickly was not possible and letter contracts were

negotiated with the companies involved. This type of procurement enabled

West Coast dredging plant to be mobilized to the area quickly and work to

begin at an early date to provide maximum channel dimensions prior to the

Fall rainy season. Work on the lower Cowlitz River was targeted to be

accomplished to the maximum extent by 1 November 1980. In later weeks it

became apparent that more large pipeline dredge plant would be required to

accomplish channel excavation desired in the lower Cowlitz River by 1

November. Invitation for bids were prepared fox mobilization for plant

from other areas of the nation and two more dredges were secured by this

method. Table 13 summarizes dredges utilized in. the lower Cowlitz River,

their capacities and other pertinent data.

One unique operation that took place as part of the mobilization of these

large dredges in the lower Cowlitz River included the over'land haul of the

dredges ART RIEDEL and HERB ANDERSON from River Nile 1.5 to River Nile 6

to enable work to be accomplished quickly in the more critical area of the

river channel. The pictux'e illustrates one of these dredges being moved

without being dismantled to save more than a month's dredging time up-river.

As mentioned previously, disposal in the 1ower reaches of the Cowl!'tz

River were few and sometimes isolated from the river area. The photos
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poi:nti:-~l disoosaI sites determined ear lv j: pj arming ef forl.s.i l lu=

Most c > i e gre'.-; undevelupec: areas in these. photos weTe consxdered and

eventu;-, '. secure, .; d,'. ed-..'.;..-.I »al.c:x cal, Al 1 iil the diane sa, a>cas secured

for the: !', ='u.:;ing ac!..... it '; s I» <I;-~=- Co Iumbia and lower Cow i<z --.ivers, both

upper ancl ' .w r, we r.' sec:u;-ed ac no cost to the Cavern:::=!.',>i .

c. Upp . avl itz ~.",nce ne>! j, a11 o f the medium . nd la.;!c p ipc1ine

d. Toutle River. In additon to the dredging contract in the lower

one mile of the Toutle River, planning efforts determined severaI alterna-

tives to minimize impacts of exosion of the large mudflows in the Toutle

River Valley in future years. Figure 1<'-, shows a map oi the Tout1e River

drainage and major features, including sediment basins and debris r< Caining

structures, determined necessary to retain as much c.t t1:e !»udf,low materials

40

dredging pl. i!= had beex: s:,.:<::.~red iu c;arly recovery efforts for work cx< the

lower Cowlitz nd Columbia Rivets, other methods for excavai:io» of the

channel upstream of Rivex Nile 9 and the Cowlitz River thxoug!c J iver Nile 21,

and in the Toutle River, hacI to be considered. These reaches were divided

into several sections of two and three miles each and put out. ox: an

invitation to bid basis with payment for the excavation being accomplished

by measurement of the disposal area. In these reaches, disposa1 areas

were large and located immed; teXy adjacenc to the rivc=r channel which

lended channel excavation activities to bc a"..complished by a large variety

of equipment at the whim of thc individual successful low bidders. Figure

14 illustrates typical contract drawing as utilized for this channel

excavation activity. The drawing and text are small but provide general

scope of invitation fox bids and drawing prepared on an expedited basis.

Table 15 lists contracts, equipment utilized and other pertinent data.

Pictures show a variety of the type of dredging plant ~tilized by the

various contractors in this area.
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UPPER COWLITZ RIVER

Dredging Contracts and Equipment

Description
oi ~Eu~iment

Approximate
Quantities

Contract

AmountR, M, Contractor

9 � 13 $19,903,500Canonic

South Heron, MI

13-14 Winston 99,225 4 cy dragline, 4 cy highlineRental

2,734,966 16" pipeline dredge

67,702 1~2" cy dragline

1,449,890 16" pipeline dredge

General Const, Rental

La Duke Rental

Rental

3,500,000cy

Ross Island

14-16 Capital
Lacey, WN

7,958,000

7,440,0003,500,000cy

14,764,0005,500,000cy

984,000 2, 4, & 5 cy draglines �!550,000cy

Figure 15

16-18 Segale
Tukwila, WN

18-21.5 Claterbos

Astoria,OR

Toutle Brusco

1 Mile + Longviev, WA

24", 18", 16", 14", & 12" pipeline
dredges �!; 6 & 8 cy draglines �!

4 to 11 cy highline �5!
3 to 8 c» dragline  8!
3 -- 8 ' pipelines

2, 4, 5, & 8 cy draglines �!
9 cy Sauerman
8 cy front loaders �! 20 cy end
dumps, scrapper

4 to 10 cy backhoe �!
3 to 8 cy dragline  8!
6 to 12 cy front end loaders �!
8 belly dumps, 3 end dumps, Sauerman
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in this area as possible. Figure 12 is a contract drawing of the north fork

debris retaining structure. Pictures shown illustrate the progress at the

time of preparation of the paper on the north fork and the south fork debris

retaining structures. Table 18 illustrates contracts awarded and the pertinent

data for the sediment basins and debris retaining structures in th~ " outlo

River Valley. It is hoped those constructions will minimize the e,.-asian and

displacement of the mudflow material from the Toutle River into th~:-. Cowlitz

and Columbia Rivers during winter storms in the next several years.

e. Lcvees. Final planning efforts were directed towards providing levee

protection or increased levee protection as necessary around developed urban

areas in the lower Cowlitz River. Figure 19 shows the location of the levees

planned ta be constructed to pratect those areas. Figure 20 is a typical

X section of the levee canstruction. Table 21 provides a listing of contracts

advertised and pertinent data regarding levee improvements. Rights-of-way

for levee construction involved a large number of property owners, particularly

in the urban areas, and were difficult to obtain. Local authorities were

assigned by the Federal Government far attaining rights-of-way for. the levee

project, because of its urgency in nature and the massive amount o:: damages

that could occur if construction was delayed.

Flow Reductions. Two large power storage reservoirs exist. on the

upper reaches of the Cowlitz River. Because it was uncertain that all

construction outlined briefly in the above paragraphs could be accomplished

in a timely manner to insure fully protection against winter storms, partic-

ularly those Qc urring in late October or early November, arrangements were

made to purchase flood storage in those reservoirs. As a result o:: these

efforts, reservoirs are being drawn to provide for 360,000 acre feet af

additional flood control storage. It is anticipated construction measures

44
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VIFW OF NORTH FORK TOil'l1.F RIVER DFBRI 5 RETAINING STRt'CTURE UNDER CONSTRUG1'ION

 Not |.' St . 1Iclc. res l>iud: Indi in backgr o«nd!



VIEW OF SOUTH FOP' TOLtTLE RIVER DEBRIS RETAININO STRUCTL'Rl;
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C o 1i t r a e t s

A~r' o ' - ~' tDescriI>tion ;, actor
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$165,60CI

$1,493,DOC

Figure 18

S e cl l i'Ae n c. Ba s:i.=.! s ~ i o r:., h

Sediment Basins, ~a

Debris Control. S< x:,.;.-ti!'.:.:

North Fork

Debris Control Structure,

South Fork

Diversion levee and channel

stabilization to protec0
Green River Fish Hatci.

 just off Y.F. Iout1e R.!

Cleanout of Debris

Retaining Structure
on S.F. Toutle R,

.I4>unrain Engineer
and Cardee, Hozeman, NT

,~:estavai Corp'
Ke !. o lin ~



CASTLE ROCK LEVEE
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COWLITZ RIVER

Levee Improvements

AmountContractorDesc~ri cion

10 Dec 80$5,730,000Lexington

$ 559,700Castle Rock

$3,000,000+Out 'f or 91 d

FIGURE 21

Longview

Kelso

Peter Kiewit

Vancouver, WA

Kerco, Lakeview, OR

Grady Const, Longview, WA $ 582,446

Estimated

Cor~r1etion Date

30 Ncv 80

15 Ncv 80



described above and their maintenance in the foreseeable future will preclude

further requirements for purchase of flood control storage in those reservoirs.

7 ~ Future Im~acts.

The Mt. St, Helens' erupti.on aud subsequent mudflow impacts to the navi-

gation and flood control channels as mentioned occurred in Nay l980. The
date of the eruption was fortunate in several respects. It prcvided

several months of time for large-scale operations by the Corps of Engineers

and other agencies to be initiated and completed to the extent possible

before the winter flood season, which normally begins about l November and

extends through February of any given winter season. It also provided for

these recovery operations to be accomplished during the dry season when

construction activities are implemented most exped.itiously and efficiently.

Even if massive restoration efforts underway are successful, there will be

literally millions of cubic yards of material remaining within t.he normal

flood zones of the Cowlitz and Toutle Rivers. Efforts underwav now are to

minimize the impacts of the erosion of these materials into the river channels

which could result in filling and reducing the flood-carrying capacity of the

Cowlitz River channel. Funding targeted for future years will be directed towards

further minimizing these impacts, so that the economies and stabilities of

the areas can be preserved as much as possible.

8. Summa r~.

The above paragraphs briefly outline a massive recovery effort undertaken

by the Corps of Engineers to provide restoratio~ of the flood control

and navigation channels in the Cowlitz and Columbia Rivers. As discussed,

the efforts appear to be logical, straightforward and easily accomplished.

However, a tremendous number of hours by more than 300 employees



of the Portland District and North Pacific Division, together with energetic

assistance by many other government agencies, local agencies, local i.nterests,

property owners, contractors, etc., have been required to get this large

program underway and on toward successful completion. Mony alternatives

were considered and considerable "midnight oil" was burned in an effort to

make the right decisions in a timely manner so that worl<. could be accomplished

on an expedited basis. The short time frame involved in accomplishing the

assembly and preparation of the EIS draft is an example. Directions of.

effort had to be altered many times as surveys, real estate requirements,

environmental problems, fiscal availability or channel excavation plant, etc.,

became known.

Approximately 40,000,000 cubic yards of material will have been excavated in

this effort from the Columbia and Cowlitz River navigation channels by

1 December 1980. The major portion of this material will have been removed

by 1 November 1980. An additional 9 million. cubic yards or more will be

removed during Fiscal Year 1981 and several million more yards will be

removed from the basins behind the debris-retaining structures on the Toutle

River. When one considers that most of this excavation was accompli.' hed

from a standing start, in a six-month period of time by one government agency,

the magnitude of the effort involved in planning and implementing is apparent.



OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF CUTTERHEAD DREDGES

by

john B. Herbich
1

ABSTRACT

A survey was made to evaluate the operating characteristics
of cutterhead dredges in this country and overseas. The survey
was made �! to determine the physical characteristics of the
dredges; �! to find out how many cutterhead dredges are equipped
with modern instrumentation; �! to determine the average crew
size on the dredges; �! to determine the estimated percentage of
maintenance time required; �! to find out whether cutterh ad
dredges presently owned can operate in waves and swells; �! to
determine the type of pipelines used; and �! to compare tee
dredging practice of the U.S. and Canada with those of Europe and
Asia.

The results of the survey are presented in two sections, one
for U.S. and Canada, and the other for foreign cutterhead dredges.
It was discovered that relatively few dredges are able to operate
under wave conditions over five feet, and that few of the U,S, and
Canadian dredges have adequate instrumentation, but a majority of
foreign dredges have magnetic flow meters, density meters and total
production meters. Other findings deal with dredging operation
methods, operating time, etc.

INTRODUCTION

There were several reasons for making a. survey of the cutter-
head dredges operating characteristics, namely:

to determine the physical characteristics of the dredges,
2. to find out how many cutterhead dredges are equipped with

modern instrumentation,

1Director, Center for Dredging Studies, Texas A8M University, College
Station, Texas
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to find out the ave~age crew size on the dredges,
to determine the estimated percentage of maintenance
time required,

5. to find out whether cutterhead dredges presently owned
can operate in wind waves and swells,

6. to determine the type of' pipelines used. and
7. to compare the dredging practices of the U,S. and Canada

with those of Europe and Asia.

3.
4,

Operatic<I Characteristics of Cutterhead Dredges - United States
and Canada

Do you operate cutterhead dredges? Yes X No J
If not, please return this questionnaire unfilled.

What is the size of cutterhead dredges that you operate?
 circle size of dredges!
6" - 6 16" - 12
8" � 3 18" - 11

10" - 6 20" - 10
12" - 15 22" - 6
14" - 6 24" - 6
15" - 3

4 8 1
2

28"

30"
36"

42"

Do you have any self-propelled cutterhead dredges?

Yes - 1 No " 47

3.

Do you have any dredges with a pump on ihe ladder to increase
dredging depth?

Yes - 5 No � 48

Do you have ary dredges equipped wi th a swell-compensating
device on the ladder?

No - 48Yes - 0

Do you have the following instrumentation insta'iled on your
d redg es?

Yagnetic flow meter Yes- No - 45
Density meter Yes -1 No 44
Total production meter Yes - 3 No - 45

If answer is yes to any of tnese questions please specify the
size of dredge, size of meters and the make of the meters:

El'licott: 36" - deiails of instruments unavai1able.

6.

f: or shor t pipe-Si ze of crew on an 8-hour shi f i. Give answers
line operation and for long pipeline operation:

Summa ry;

Average size of crew fo! shor t pipeline:
Range in crew size for shor t pipeline:

Average size of crew for long pipeline:
Range in crew size <o; long pipe]ine:

8. 98
2-37

14,41
2-55

55
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Summary:

Calm waters hrs/day
17.9

8-24
A1. 5
20-100

Ave,
Range

Waves

Ave, 57,94 15.94
Range 4-80 4-24

10. Estimate average breakdown time for new and old equipment,

Surenary:

New equipment

Ave. 6.89
Range 1-20

hrsjday
2.03

.25-4

Old equipment

Ave, '12. 5
Range 1-37

11, Can you operate the dredge in
2-3 ft:

2.8
.48-8,88

waves  swell! Yes - 25
wind waves Yes - 31

No - 18
No- 8

3-4 ft:

waves  swell!
wind waves

Yes - 14
Yes - 14

No - 26
No - 21

over 5 ft:

waves  swe'll!
wind waves

Yes - 4
Yes � 4

No - 38

Nio - 32

12. Cari you operate a floating pipeline in

2-3 ft:

waves  swell!
wind waves

Yes � 31
Yes - 32

No-

No- 6

3-4 tt:

Yes - 12

Yes
waves  swe11!
wind wdves

No- 23
No - 18

over 5 ft,:

waves  swell!
wind waves

Yes � 4
Yes - 4

No - 31
No -27

56

8. Estimate percentage maintenance time required on your dredges

Summary:
Smaller size 12"-18"; 14.45%%d
Medium size 20"-27": 12.92Ã
Larger size over 28".' 1 1.83%

9. Estimate the net operating time in calm ~aters and waves up
to 3ft,



13. Do you operate with spuds? Yes - 45 No " 2
or on wires and anchors, in exposed areas? Yes � 20 No - ll

l4. Have you used a floating buoyant pipeli ne  which floats wi th-
out supporting pontoonsI? Yes - 5 No - 44
Successfully? Yes - 5 No-7

l5. Have you generally used ball joints in floating pipelines?
Yes - 36 No - 13

16. Have you used rubber s leeves instead of ball joints in
floating pipelines? Yes - 32 No - 16

17. Any additional comments?

Listing of Comments.'

ln operating in swells of 2-3 ft, good pipelines and
pontoons are required.

Operating time is pumping time.

We do marine work other than dredging.

Keep up the good work.

Maintenance time on our rig is high due to the fact that
we are doing a cmnplete overhaul of our rig.

I doubt that too many generalization characteristics can
be determined because size of dredge, weather, and
material each have a bearing on production, lost time,
etc.

Considering operational down time, debris, weather and
changing location of a dredge on job site only about. 505
of time is spent actually dredging.

We have a "Thomas" jet assist on our 185' long ladder.

Our dredges work exclusively on i nland wat erways and are
constructed for that type of work.

Breakdown time may be governed by type of work, i.e.,
silt. clay, sand, rock. Also, number of boosters required
for today's requirement for long lines.

Our dredge operates in a 30-40 acre pond and is not sub-
jected to swells or waves over lq ft. We have found tha t
rubber sleeves with clanips are very economical and fairly
easy to maintain.

We also operate ? booster pumps mounting in barges
equipped with 18" discharge p mps,

Can't have material any faster, cheaper, more accurate,
than hydraulic dredging. Even cleanest way for EPA people.

We do not operate channel dredge -- just shell dredge,

We pump sand atid gravel For our own use in protected mart-
made lakes of up to 10 acres -- our lines are short and
ice is about our only trouole {in wintertime,', Most all
dredges in this area are used as ours is for sand and
gravel production. Host are in the 8 x 10 size.



Percentagewise, few have cutterheads and waves are not
a problem,

18. Average number of employees: from 2 to 10,000.
Average number of cutterhead dredges: from 1 to 6.

Operating Characteristics of Cutterhead Dredges - Over seas
Countr i es

redges? ~ Yes I A I No I
questionnaire untilled.

you operate cutterhead d
not, please return this

it is the size nf cu tterh
irc le size of dredges!

l. Do

ead dredges that you operate?2. 'vugh

 c

10

2
� 13

2

8

3. Do you have any self-propelled cutterhead dredges?
Yes -6 No - 33

4. Do you have any dredges with a pump on the ladder to increase
dr edging depth?
Yes -9 No- 30

5. Do you have any dredges equipped with a swel; -compensating
device on the 1adder?

No - 37Yes-3

6. Go you have the fo1'lowing instrunientation insta Iled on your
dredges?

Magnetic flow, eter Yes � 17 ,Io - 22
Density meter Yes - 16 No - 23
Total production meter Yes - 15 ,'4o - 22

It' answer is yes to any of these questions please specify the
size of dredqe, size of meters and the n;ake of the meters:

Size ot. discharge pipe; .850 meters made by IHC-Hol',and,
the Netherlands.

Dredge 30"/Meters 28", Make; Altome ter 5 1iedrecht, the
Netherlands.

3U" discharge pipe x 36DC ItP, Ellicott Machine Co., USA
2'" and .'32" dredges � 26" and 28" pipelines, respectively.
A 11 meters by IHC-Holland, the Netherlands.
Dredge 32" -- size 20" -- IHC-Holland, the Netherlands,
Diameter of suction pipe  Iii»!: 700-050-1DCG/diameter of
meters  i>ii!: 600-750-950/IHC-Ho11and, the Netherlands.

6 II
$3 tl

10"
12"

14"
16"

2 2 3
11 3
ll

18"

20"
22"
24 Jl

26"
27 lf

28" - 5
30" - 6
32" - 10
34" - 1
36" - 6
40"
42" - 1



Yes, on 30" dredqes and larger, when soil conditions
permit the use; Make'. flow: Alto � density/production-
I HC- Ho 1 l and, the Netherlands .

20", 24", IHC-Hol land, the Netherlands.

16" - Honeywell

Only with 34" size dredge. Standard meters, LHC-Holland,
the Netherlands.

28" dredge; Solids Optimizer, El!icott
42"26"--

Two dredgers; each one with magnetic f 1ow meter.
Hokushin Electric Works, Ltd.

Z4" suction dredge/Z4' Foxton Magnetic Flow Transmitter/24"
Ohmort Density 8ase.

22"-22" - Hakushin Electric Co., Ltd,; 28"-28"�
Hokushin Electric Co., Ltd.; 30"-30" - To hiba Electric
Co., Ltd.

Summary;

Average size of crew for short pipelines; 9,6
Range in crew size for short pipelines: 1-35
Average size of crew for long pipelines: 10.8
Range in crew size for long pipelines: 2-40

Estimate percentage maintenance time required on your dredges.

Summa ry:

Smaller size 1Z" - 18" 15.00K
Medium size 20" - 27" 15.75'A',
Larger size over 28" 17.34%

Estimate the net operating time in ca1m water; and waves up
to 3 ft.

8.

9.

Sunna ry:

Calm waters /D
7Z,34
10-100

hrs/day
17.74

2,5-Z,4
Ave,
Range

Waves

Ave, 58.50 17.16
Range 50-70 12-24

10 . Estimate average breakdown ti me for new and o1 d equipment,

Summa ry;

New equipment
0

Ave. 13
Range 1-80

hrs/day
11. 54

2-24

7. Size of crew on an 8-hr. shift. Give answers for short pipe-
line operation and for long pipeline operation;



Qld equipment

Ave. 18.56
Range 1-50

ll, Can you operate the dredge in

hrs/day
10.06

1.1-24

2-3 ft:

waves  swell!
wind waves

No-8
No-5

Yes - 22
Yes - 25

3-4 ft:

waves  swell!
wind waves

No � 26
No - 21

Yes - 6
Yes � 10

over 5 it:

w <v es   swe 1 1 !
wind waves

No -?6

No � 27
Yes - 0
Yes-

12. Can you operate a floating pipeline in
2-3 ft:

waves  swell! Yes - 23
wind waves Yes - 22

No- 7
No- 6

3-4 ft:

waves  swell!
wind waves

No - 24
No - 23

Yes - 9
Yes - 9

over 5 ft:

waves  swell!
wind waves

Yes � 2
Yes � 2

No - 22
No - 22

llave you used rubber sleeves instead of ball jo<nts in
f 1 na ting pi pe 1 ines? Yes � 34 No � 15

Any addi tiona 1 comments?

Listing of Comments:'

Net operating time means dredging time and break time
means the time which is lost by difficulties.

16.

17.

Dredgers we use only work in rivers.

As we are working on river and canals, we do not work
in swel ls over 2 feet.

'Answ<.rs were cor rected for grammatical errors only.

60

13, Oo you operate with spuds? Yes � 33 lio-6
or on wires and anchors in exposed areas? Yes - 24 No - 10

14. ilave you used a f 1oatinq buoyant pipel ine  which floats
without supporting pontoons!? Ycs � 10 No - 29

5uccessful ly? Yes - 10 No � 7

15. Have you <generally used ba11 joints in floatin<l pi@el ines?
Yes - 32 No-11



We operate two 24" dredges in enclosed ponds for r-ecovery
of mineral sands; therefore, we do not encounter wave
conditions. He operate 24 hours per day, 3 days per week.

Answers are rough approximations. In most cases it is
hard to answer with a simple yes or no. Much depends
upon soil and external conditions.

Both dredges employed on harbour maintenance work, 12"
uses booster pump beyond 3000 line. 10" uses booster
beyond 1,800 line. 12" cutter suction dredge "Thomas
Markinnon" operates on harbour mainterar;ce in Port Whang
area. Pump "Warman" 12114 driver by 450 BJ!P Dutz engine,
can dredge to 42 ft. Operates 12 hrs. per day, 5 days
per week. 10" cutter suction dredge 12 hrs, per day, 5
days per week. i0" cutter suction dredge "Te Kau"  Maori
work for 10I operates on sha i iow maintenan..e and capital
works such as new yacht maririas and associated con-
struction work, Pump "Gwynn' 10/'i2 dr iver' by 150 BHP
Papman 4 rph engine can dredge to 2l '. Both dredges use
spuds a-. a, 1 t'.'mes.

It is surely not often Chat we get a quesCionnaire such
as this one, and I will be most interested to learn of
your findings in due course. Besides straight dredging
we do sim to require unusual jobs of our cutter suction
dreoge Iit's an L,M,G,!, For instance, we havo. devised
a diffuser to discharge into a hopper barge instead of
to a pipeline. We then transport the spoil to a ho',ding
area and later repump it into the reclamation. We also
have a device which enables us to dredge around and in
between the piles in our «har ves which are re;nforced
concrete piled structures, not solid quays which I under-
standd is the more usual construction in your part of the
world,

This dredge, at the present moment is used to maintain
the river for drainage purposes, It can only be operated
at high tide hours.

We work 12-hr. shifts. because in this way we operate
more efficiently instead of having 3 crews.

Ladder pump is scheduled to be installed later.

No experience with 5 Foot swoiis in our area.

Answers as follows: HQOU iiP dredger.

Dredge pump is actually 20 x 24 but we use 24-inch
discharge line starting c'ose Co the pump.

Hull has only 12 inches Co ~inch opening in Front.

These data relative to suction cutter dredgers of 27
inches. P.S. Sending the results of your -.t»dy would
be very much appreciated.

18. Number of employees in the Respondent's company: from 2 to
10,000

Number of' cutter head dredges in the Respondent's company:
from 1 to 6



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Tables I arrd II surmrarize the most important points un-
covered iri the survey,

l. There are more self-propelled dredges in use overseas,
2. Ladrler-inst<illed pumps are berominrI rnor'e popular,

Ir<irticularl y ovr r sr'as.
Only <ibout. II Ircr'cr!rrt ot for'e<r<]ir rlr'r'rI<Ir s <ir'r' e<Irr iIrIrr!<I
wi th swell-corriperisating devices.

<1. Overseas dredges are much more extensively instrumented
than U,S. and Canadian dredges.
U.S. and Canadian dredges can operate under slightly
higher swell and wind wave corrdi ti ons.

6. A greater use is made of floatir>q brioyant pipelines
overseas.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To install the necessary instrumentation and measuring
devices on U.S. and Canadian dredges to maximize pro-
duction and reduce fuel consumption.
To develop sea-going cutterhead dredges which can work
in 6-ft waves and which c.an withstand 12-ft waves.' " '~
The capital investment in cutterhead dredges is con-
siderably lower than hopper dredges. Most offshore
dredging mus t at present be performed with hopper dredges,
To develop methods employinq submerged pipelines or a
crimbination of f'Iexihle floating arid semi-rigid sub-
Irrerged pi pel ines t o el imina te damage cause 9 by waves to
coriventional pontoon-supported pl pe1'I nes.
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DREDGING WORK IN THE U. S. ARMY, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

by

1
Carl C. Cable

ABSTRACT

The paper will, document some of the experiences of the U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers Districts in performing their responsibilities invo.ving dredging.

With the impact of environmental laws, the major emphasis is being placed on

new and innovative ways to dispose of dredged material..

Several examples will be presented to illustrate the various methods used

to provide beneficial and acceptable disposal of dredged material. These

examples will serve to highlight the increased concern being given Eo dredging

and its disposal methods.

INTRODUCTION

Congress' concern over dredging activities in the United States, as

expressed in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972

 PL 92 � 500!  FWPCA! has had a great impact on how we conduct our dredging

work in the Corps of Engineers. The FWPCA, whi.ch had as an objective

"to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity

of the Nation's waters," in Section 404 establi.shed a program to regulate

the discharge of dredged or fill material into water. The Clean Water Act

of 1977  PL 95-217!  CWA!, updates and continues the Section 404 review

and permit requirements with respect to the construction, operat'ion, and

maintenance of water resources projects involving the discharge of dredged

or fil.l material, Note the continued emphasis on the discharge or di.sposal

of dredged material. This emphasis has led our' managers in the Corps of

Engineers to devise new and novel methods of disposing of dredged material

1 Chief, Construction-Operations Division, U. S. Army, Corps of Engineers
North Central Division, Chicago, IL 60605
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to meet the demands of these and other laws. Some examples of these

methods are presented herewith.

"CAPPING" 01 DREDGED NATFRIAL

The New Fngland Division, 1;,S. Army, Corps of gngineers conducted

maintenance dredging of Stamford and New Haven Harbor channels from

April 23, 1979 to Hay 1, 1980. 100,000 cubic yards of fine grained

material was removed from Stamford, 230,000 cubic yards of litho3ogically

similar, but cleaner material from New Haven and 77,300 cubic. yards of

sand from New Haven. Bucket dredges and scows were used for. the fine

material and the Hopper Dredge ESSAYONS was used to deposit the sand

material.

The particular aspect of disposal with which the Corps of Engineers

has been concerned at Stamford and New Haven Harbors is the handling of

materials from highly industrialized harbors. "Industrialized" has

become synonymous with "enriched" in the sense of potential contaminants

in dredged material. The more developed harbors have the worst condition

and the greatest need for frequent dredging, usually. Hence, a do-

nothing is rarely acceptable, and a mitigation program is looked toward

as the only operative alternative.

Public perception of open water disposal is such that there is

little choice but to apply the most conservative management techniques

available. The plethora of laws and regulations issued during the

seventies has done little to advance the better understanding of cause-

effect relationships in the area of dredged material management. The

Corps approach therefore has been to work within the rules as best they

can be defined, and to develop practical techniques for handling dredged

material in a manner which is environmentally conservative and still

maintains cost effectiveness.
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As background, Long Island Sound lies between the States ot New

York and Connecticut and is defined as an estuary wi.th two layered flow

and with a salinity gradient oE five parts per thousand between eastern

and western extremities. Net drift in any location is affected i.~ t idal

currents, wind-driven circulation, and river inflow and fresh water influx.

The Connecticut shoreline is highly developed, having t.hr~e deep -draft

�5 feet! and five medium-draft  about 15 feet! harbors which receive

raw materials for manufacturing, with a predominance of petroleum

cargos. Long Island Sound has long been noted for its shellfish pro-

duction  oysters! and is the recreation area for a hugh concentratio;r

of sporting vessels in the affluent New York-Connecticut region.

Conflicts between the needs of commerce and fisheries/recreation are

a matter of history.

Long Island Sound has been used for disposal of dredged material

since early times, and as recently as 1972, there were 19 separa.e

disposal sites identified, most in close proximity to partlcul,'.~t h~rb~.-r.=.

being serviced. The most heavily used site had been in the western ..n-'

where New York and western Connecticut. harbors had sent about 20 million

cubic yards over a 40-year period. Since 1973, the number of sites in

active use has been limited to three, with the aforementioned western

end site having been restricted by public attention generated in a

political context. The si.te is now the most heavily fished for 1.obster

of all regions in Long Island Sound.

The need to perform maintenance dredging in the 12 foot  ML'~'! B st

Branch channel of Stamford Harbor had been the subject of much conteul.ton

since 1972. This narrow, poorly flushed estuary had received untreated

domestic and industrial wastes without benefit of dredging since 1-'40.

Bottom sediments, largely organic silt, exhibit.ed high concentr-.ti .u» of

heavy metals as well as various forms of detritus associated with it.»
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industrial character. Land disposal or other means of treatment were

not available locally.

When a shoaling condition was detected in the 35-foot channel of

New Haven Harbor in early 1979, the states and other agenci,es were

consulted on the passibility of linking the New Haven dredging needs

with those of Stamford in a demonstration af a "capping" procedure. New

Haven materials ranged from organic silt � clay ta silty fine sand, and

were in a moderate range fram standpoint of background or enrichment.

Since the Stamford material has a higher concentration of heavy

metal contaminants than the New Haven material, the disposal plan used

was ta cover the Stamford material with that dredged from New Haven.

Disposal of dredged material from both harbors was in the Central Long

Island Sound disposal area. A monitoring study was developed ta address

the potential environmental impacts resulting from disposal and to

evaluate the effectiveness of the capping operation. Surveys of the

disposal site completed an 3une 22, 1979, indicated the capping operation

had been extremly successful. The precision. disposal of Stamford material

resulted in a small compact mound that was readily covered with New Haven

material. Apparently there is little difference in the ability of sand

or silt ta accomplish the desired capping. In the case of sand, the

capping layer i.s not as thick, but the smooth, dense nature of the deposit

acts as a tough, impervious blanket over the capped sediment. Silt deposits

on the other hand, derive their capping abi1.ity from the cohesive nature

of the sediment, developing a thicker deposit. with rougher micro-topography.

Further monitoring of the disposal sites is planned ta assess the

longer term effects af these capping procedures. However, the history

af disposal at the Central Long Island Sound Site indicates that these

deposits will be stable and the capping will be effective. Should this

be the case, capping af undesirable spoils can be an important, beneficial

technique for future disposal aperations.
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Follow-on studies will yield important data relating to the health

of benthic communities which colonize the mounds, and, if possible, wi.ll

give an increase of differences, or lack thereof, of contaminants to the

surrounding area.

The value of this "capping" procedure to dredgers lies in the

potential for dealing with varying quantities of materials which may

otherwise be unacceptable for disposal into the marine environment.

Through opportunistic scheduling and management, it may be possible to

isolate objectionable materials at reasonable cost. It is conceivable

that an improvement in marine habitat can also result from such practice.

"FLOW LANE" DISPOSAL

Another technique used by the Corps of Engineers to optimize dredge

material disposal is "flow lane" disposal as practiced in the Columbia

and Lower Willamette Rivers project. The Portland District, U.S. Army,

Corps of Engineers, is responsible fax providing adequate depth in this

navigation system.

This project encompasses the main deep-draft navigation channel of

the Columbia River fram just inside the entrance bar at its mouth of

River Mile 104 at Vancouver, Washington, and River Mile 8 in the

Willamett River at Portland Harbor, Oregon. The channel is forty feet

deep by six hundred feet wide. There are about twenty-six traditional

shoals that have to be maintained periodically. Some of these shoals

are maintained on an annual basis, others not for 3-5 year intervals.

Annually the Corps does maintenance dredging on approximately one dozen

of the shoals in the 100-mile plus reach. This involves pipeline dredging

plant and hopper dredging plant and average annual removal in recent

years is approximately 3,789,000 cubic yards at a cost to the LJnited
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States of about $1,729,000. Hopper dredging accounts for another

2,385,000 cubic yards and an additional cost of $1,114,000.

hlthough the Corps has improved the hydraulic characteristics of

the channel since the early 1900's by the construction of several.

hundred flow control structures  pile dikes! and strategic placement

of dredged material along shorelines, closing off or narrowing side

channels, etc., maintenanre dredging as noted «bove still take.' place

in substantial quantities. Over the years, disposal areas have become

a premium and recent environmental legislation and policy including

nonfilling of wetlands, etc., severely limited upland disposal potentials.

The Portland District has developed, along with resource agency inputs

and cooperation, a method of what is called "flow lane" disposal. In

this process, at many locations where upland or beach erosion area dis�

posal is not availalbe for a particular bar, the dredged material is

placed in water downstream o» the dredging site ususally alongside the

navigation channel. Placement i.s in at least. 25 feet of water at areas

where the hydraulic characterist.ics would indi. cate gentle erosi.on of

the material and subsequent redeposition at downstream locations.

Ultimately, some rehandling will be accomplished, but overall benefits

are greater than alternatives. The material is placed in a thin blanket

to minimi.ze interference with fi.sh drifts and natural flow characteristics.

This could be analogous to the "cut and fill" approach used in other

areas, but at this time, placement of the materials within the limits

of the navigation channel downstream which would result in a true "cut

and fill" operations is a~ o'd d.. The Corps does utilize stockpile or

other upland disposal sites near heavi1y populated areas as much as

possible to take advantage of the productive uses of clean, Columbia

River sands norma11y dredged.
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"WHEEL WASH" DISPOSAL

Another dredging practice used in the Portland District is a channel

flushing vessel to accomplish "wheel wash" dredging and disposal.

The Channel Plusher SANDWICK is a modified LCM-8 vessel that is

utilized in the Portland District to accomplish an improved form of

"wheel wash" dredging and disposal. Modifications to the SANDWICK include

a 12-foot by 24-foot hydraulically operated door attached to th» stern of

the vessel. When this door is lowered it deflects the prop wash of the

vessel in a downward direction, which significantly increases its capacity

to sweep isolated shoal areas clean at depths of 18 to 20 feet. The

SANDWICK is held in place by a four-point mooring system of which two

points operating from the stern of the vessel are utilized almost

exclusively. The Portland District experiences great difficulty in

maintaining the entrance bars at six smaller projects. These projects

have entrance depths of from 22 to 10 feet M.L.L.W. because of winter

weather conditions maintenance is done through the months of Nay through

September. The Hopper Dredge PACIFIC is severely taxed in attempting

to maintain these projects and is the only conventional piece of plant

available that can. operate safely and effectively on the bars. The

SANDWICK has been used at various locations, but since the summer of

1979 it has been the Rogue River 3ar Entrance Project, which is the

most difficult to maintain because of winter conditions experienced even

during the summer months. This freed the Dredge PACIFIC to concentrate

on other more commercially important coastal projects. The SANDWICK

accomplished this mission in keeping at least half channel widths so

that recreational and commercial fishing craft could utilize the entrance

during the normal summer season.
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BEACH NOURISHMENT DISPOSAL IN FLOP IDA

The Jacksonville District, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, has

utilized dredged material for beech nourishment disposal for a number

of years. A recent job at Fernandia Harbor, Florida, optimized the

harbor improvement project dredging by placing dredged material on a

badly eroded beach. The dredging involved the deepening of the

entrance channel to 40 feet; for the Naval Submarine Support Base, Kings

Bay, completed in June 1979. Deepening of the exposed entrance channel

was performed by the Iiopper Dredge McFARJ.-AND with assistance from the

Hopper Dredge GOETHALS, Of a total of approximately 2.3 million cubic

yards removed by both dredges in. the deepening project for the U.S. Navy,

approximately 500, 000 ciib i c yards of sui' able material was placed by

means of a direct p:.imp-our system on the ocean beach south of the

entrance channel «t Peri:andi.a, Florid;;<. The operational methods

employed were «o obta'n a load o.-: material in the hoppers arid then tie

up to a mooring ba:ge located just outs,ide ..he channel near the south

jetty and pump the dredged material tirrough submerged pipeline and

shoreline down the beach «pproxiiiiately 6,000 feet to the start of the

beach fill area. With t' he addition of two booster pumps in the line

at thi.s point on the beach, the beach fill re« extended south another

7,000 feet for a total pumping distance from the dredge of approximately

13,000 feet. Due to the existing irrcgulst shore alignment the width

of the beach f il1. area varied from 60 - o 600 feet so as to prov'ide a

relatively cont Jnuoiis shore alignment with a berm elevation of +10 feet

M.L.W,

While the disposal of material. from the ciiannel deepening project

on the eroded be«; 1i was more costly  $6.68!c. y.! than disposal at sea



 $2.64/c.y.!, alternative source of beach fill would now cost corsider-

ably more  $5.08/c.y.!. The management decision to use this method

of beach nourishment enable reuse of valuable sand as well as saving

$1.64/c.y.

Another vital beach nourishment disposal project being perfcrmed

by the Jacksonville District is the Dade County erosion and hurricane

 tidal flooding! protection project. For this nourishment project, sand

was obtained from suitable sources offshore and pumped on the bea.ch at

Miami Beach.

The Dade County Beach erosion and hurricane  tidal flooding! pro-

tection project provides for an initial placement of 13.5 millior.. cubic

yards of material to form a beach and protection dune for 9.3 miles of

shore between Government Cut and Bakers Haulover Inlet. It also provides

for beach erosion control by the initial placement of 0.7 million cubic

yards of material to form a protection. and recreational beach along

1.2 miles of shore and Haulover Beach Park.

Between Bakers Haulover Inlet and Government Cut, the plan provides

for a dune 20 feet wide at an elevation of 11.5 feet above mean lo>

water. Seaward of the dune a berm at an elevation of 9.0 feet above

mean low water extends for 50 feet, thence a natural slope extends to

the water. The beach would be nourished periodically as needed to

compensate for erosion losses.

The present estimated project costs, including a 10-year beach

nourishment, are about $56 million. The Federal share would be about

$31,000,000 and non-Federal at about $25,000,000.

The first contra.ct which included Haulover Park and 96th Street

to 80th Street was completed November 17, 1978. Approximately 716,000

cubic yards were placed on Haulover Beach and about 2,424,000 cubic
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yards from 96th Street to 80th Street. The. second con.tract from 80th

Street to 63rd Street was completed August 31, 1979. This stretch of

beach was nourished using approximately 1,271,000 cubic yards of material.

The third contra  t. from 63rd Street to 41st Stx'eet. calls for disposal of

approximately 3,L77,000 c..ubic yards. A fourth contract will cover from

41st Street to Llncolx~ Road and a fifth contract from Lincoln Road to

Government Cut.

Material for tixese proj e ts i.; txom areas 6 to 12 thousand feet

off shore. Thc preced in,> anc  preset t contx actors were «nd are Lie ing done

by Hydraulic Pipeline Dredges, transporting the material through mostly

submerged pipeline.

The first cox~xxact was oexformed by f Lrst the Hydraulic Cutter Head

Dredge ILLINOIS which was .later replaced by the Hydraulic Cutter Head

Dredge AlASKA. Both of  he dx:edges are ownecl by Great Lakes Dredge and

Dock Company, Thc~ dredges are powered by 7200 HP on their pumps and

1600 HP un  heir cutxerhead;-.:. '/he su<'.tion is 34 inches and. the pump

and discharge pipe is 27 inches in diameter. The ILLINOIS moved material

through an average of 12,000 feet of pip» line�of which 9,700 feet was

submerged, The ALASKA used an average of 11,000 feet of which 7,900 feet

was submerged.

The second contract was performed by the electric powered Dredge

SENSIBAR SONS owned by Construction. Aggregates Corporation. The dredge

is supplied 13,200 volts from the shore ta the transformer located on

the reel barge which .is near tha dredge. !'he transformer reduces the

current to 7,200 volts, '1'his voltage px'ovjdes power for the 6000 Hp

pump and the 1400 HP cutter head motor. The suction pipe is 34 inches

jn diameter, the pu«'p anc3 dischaxge is 30 inches in diameter. Material



was moved through an average of 9,000 feet of pipeline, of which 6,650

feet was submerged.

DISPOSAL IN NEARSHORE ZONE

The Wilmington District, U.S. Army, Corps of Engineers, has converted

the CURRITUCK to provide dredging capability for use of the vessel in

beach nourishment disposal. Results of disposal material at New River

Inlet, N.C., in the offshore zone indicated a favorable impact on the

nourished beaches,

The "CURRITUCK" has been used in two phases of a research project

at New River Inlet, N.C., to study the feasibility of disposal o> clean

sandy dredged material in the nearshore zone and having i.t move onshore

as a method of beach nourishment. During the first phase in the summer

of 1976, 34,775 cubic yards of dredged material was placed in 8 Feet of

water and the second phase involved placing 55,120 cubic yards of material

in 10 and 12 feet of water. The rationale for Phase II was to d carmine

the optimum and maximum pumping depths in terms of mechanical placement

and bypassing benefits. The shallower the placement depth the longer

it takes the CURRITUCK to dump its load and return to refill. Thus, if

the same desired results are obtained by dumping in. deeper water, costs

will be reduced.

Results show that material placed in. the shallowest water  8 feet!

in both phases responded similarly, that is the material moved shoreward

into the higher energy inshore snd beach zone and then alongshore in the

littoral transport system. Results also show that material placed in

deeper water in the second phase moved landward, but that transport

rates and amounts were much less than for shallow water. There was slow

shoreward movement of the deepwater bars until the onset of winter wave
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conditions in January and 'February resulted in a flattening of the bars

by accretion on the outer flank of the, mound, During the same time

period the beach and shoreface seemed to maintain their shape although

sand was eroded from the area just landward of the disposal bars and

assumed to move seaward. Although a general shoreward movement of

material placed in depths of 10 � 12 feet looks promising, the sand

transport rates appear to be quite slow. This general interpretation

is tenuous and can only be substantiated by additional offshore surveys.

In summary, even though the results of Phase I and IT. are favorable,

a careful assessment of all factors should be made before designing a

beach nourishment project using this method.

DISPOSAL ARM RFDSE

Numerous examples exist around tne H,S,A. »f reuse of disposal areas,

usuallv by removal of deposit material for. other beneficial use...

The Detroit District, U,S. Army, Corps of 7!ngineers, has u-ilized

this reuse principi~-. at two diked disposal areas. The upstream reaches

« the »gi»w River, mainly the 27 foot depth project area which com-

mences within the catty limits of Bay City, Michigan, and extends to

«ginaw, Michigan, a distance of about 13 miles, shoals in an irregular

manner throughout. this entire length. An area. to receive the maintenance

dredgings along this portion of the river was desirable without traveling

outside of these 13 miles of river, and as near the center of this reach

as possible, The City of Bay City, Yiichigan, provided a site with dikes

at Skull Island in calendar year 1970. This site was utilized three

consecutive sea.sons and was more than satisfactory, However, the site

was not convenient to Bay City in regards to their reuse of the material.

Thus, a new site at. «fiddleground Esland was utilized beginning in 1973.
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The site at Middelground Island has the capacity to hold only one season' s

dredgings. Between dredging periods, the material is removed by Bay

City for various beneficial uses. Thus, the site is continuously avail-

able on a seasonal basis. Beneficial use of the material dredged placed

in the Middleground Island disposal area includes cover for the ity's

nearby sanitary landfill operations. In addition, the material has been

effectively utilized for a mat and partial backfill in connection with

the installation and maintenance of the City's sewer collection system.

This method of disposal and caoperation has been very beneficial to both

the Detroi.t District and the City of Bay City.

The Harsen's Island diked disposal site is a state-provided disposal

area which is located on a State of Michigan Wildlife Preserve. Unpolluted

St. Clair River sediments are stockpiled by a Corps Hopper dredg ar

use by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources  MDNR! in state

projects such as dike and road foundation repairs within the confines of

the wildlife reservation on Harsen's Island. The site has been zsed by

the Corps since 1977.

It is proposed to continue these types of programs whenever possible

and to improve upon them as experience is gained and local inter sts

become more aware of potential benefits. It is anticipated that other

local interests will become interested as well, based on the excellent

response of those naw working, cooperating, and benefiting fram these

alternate disposal practices.

The Sacramento District, I.'.S. Army, Corps of Pngineers prov. ides yet

another example of disposal area reuse.

During a five year period, appraximately from 1967 to 1972, the

Interstate Highway system was under construction in and near the City of
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Sacramento. Good road building materi.als were scarce in the Sacramento

Valley. However, the sand annually dredged as part of the Sacramento

River Shallow Draft Project proved to meet Interstate specifi.cations.

As a result, a combination of maintenance dredging by the Corps and

dredging under Department of the Army permit by the contractors for the

California Division of Highways supplied millions of cubic yards of

suitable material. In many cases the material was pumped by cu:ter-head

suction dredge directly into the roadway alignment.

In addition, an agreement was signed in 1967 between the Secretary

of Army and the Secretary of Transportation which provided for the

removal of some twelve million cubic yards of material from Government-

owned disposal areas for use in the Interstate system. Through this

agreement, some disposal areas which had been filled were emptied and

once again made available for years to come. Development. continues

along the rivers making it prohibitive to locate and develop new disposal

areas. The benefits of reuse are real, as our. mission of maintenance

dredging would be greatly complicated were we to lose the use of certain

critically located disposal areas.

OPTIKJN DREDGING DEPTH IMPACT ON DISPOSAL NEEDS

Another area wherein innovative procedures have been undertaken to

provide desired channel conditions with minimum impact on the environ-

ment  less disposal needed! is in the Upper Nississippi River. The St.

Paul District, U.S. Army, Corps of. Engineers., maintains 284.2 miles of

the 9-foot channel on the Mississippi, Ninnesota, St. Croix and Black

Rivers. Historically, dredging and disposal requirements on the

Mississippi average 1.5 million cubic yards annually. Channel main-



YiidthsLocationRiver

300 feetMississippi River

Mississippi River

Pool 3-10

Lock and Dam 2 to head of

navigation, mile 857.6 200 feet

300 feet

300 feet

100 feet

St. Croix River

Black River

Minnesota River

The channel width on river bends was increased up to 550 feet.
This width was det:ermined through experience considering the bend radius,
river current conditions, and motor vessel operation comments.

Additional overwidth or advance dredging was accomplished as equip-

ment and funding capability allowed to increase the channel width

longevity. This practice was considered essential to insure adequate

channel width during the absence of the Dredge THOMPSON; it provided

capacity for future shoaling during high flow periods. Advance dredging
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tenance has been accomplished with the 20 inch hydraulic dredge WM. A.

THOMPSON and four cubic yard clamshell Derrick Barge HAUSER.

Before 1974, dredging was normally programmed to a depth of 13 feet

below low control pool level; the two exceptions to this norm were the

Minnesota River 9-foot Channel project and the Mississippi River emer-

gency dredging in 1965 and 1969. The original design oi t: he Minnesota

River 9-foot Channel Project limited dredging to 11 feet in considera-

tion of riverbank stability. During 1965 and 1969, Mississippi River

9-foot Channel Project dredging depths were limited to 12 feet, and

channel widths wer'e restricted to allow timely completion of dredging

for allowance of navigation. Full channel widths with a 13-foot dredging

depth were implemented the following years.

The following are the channel widths maintained on tangent;  straight!

sections of the rivers:



is very efficient with a large hydraulic dredge which, once mobilized

and set up at dredging locations, is able to dredge the additional

volume required with a relatively small increase in dredging time.

Channel condition surveys were conducted by ony hydrographic survey

crew; three additional crews provided assistance follawing the annual

spring runoff. Sonar surveys were utilized to establish areas of

shoaling, and manual detail surveys were conducted for detail channel

condition. Channel condition surveys were conducted after open river

flow conditions passed and pools were reestablished. Channel main-

tenance dredging was scheduled when the channel depth shoaled to ll. feet

or less below law control pool elevations.

Channel maintenance under the preceeding conditions has proven very

successful in providing a reliable navigation system. The unit cost of

dredging was very low as the average resulting dredging face of approx-

imately 3 feet allowed efficient equipment operation, dredged material

placement sites ad]acent to the channel were used and the workload was

adequate to provide excellent plant usage.

Enactment of the National Environmental Palicy hct in 1970 tegsitWl

preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement  EIS! for the 'Upper

Mississippi River 9-foot Channel System. The EIS found the historic

method of dredged material placement was having a significant adverse

impact on the environment. Additional selectivt,ty in dredged material

placement was implemented in 1975 as concluded necessary in the ET.S

Statement of Findings. The Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 required

full consideration of the material placement impact an water quality and

wetlands. The 1977 Clean Water Act rcqui.red dredged material placement

to comply with State requirements as well as Federal. Disposal of 1.5
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million cubic yards of dredged material annually places an excessive

demand on available beneficial uses, rapidly depletes the capacity of

reasonable disposal sites and the volume makes alternate disposal sites

and methods very costly. In 1975, the St. Paul District joined in a

I'ederal-State effort under the Upper Mississippi River Basin Commission

to develop a total resoux'ce management. plan for the Upper Mississippi

River. This team effort was entitled GREAT  Great River Environmental

Action Team!. The Corps of Engineers headed a Work Group of GREC.X, the

Dredging Requirement Work Group  DRWG!, with the primary purpose

reducing channel maintenance dredging quantity. One of the parameters

designated for an intensive review was dredging depth and its xesultant

impact on disposal needs.

The optimum dredging depth must take into consideration many inter-

related factors. The quantity of dredging, of course, can be affected

by the choice of depth � dredging to 13 feet resulted in an average

dredging face of 3 feet. Dredging to lesser depths will obviously

reduce the face and quantity dredged at that site. Since the depth of

dredging affects the storage capaci.ty for future shoaling, x'educing the

depth of dredging would affect the frequency of dredging. The depth of

dredging face has an impact on the type and size of equipment selected

for required dredging. Smaller dredging requirements at more frequent

locations could require deployment of an increased number of smaller

dredges to allow time and cost effectiveness, The bottom line in all of

this is channel xeliability. If the dredging equipment capability is

not increased to meet an increase in dredging frequency, the channel

reliability could be reduced.



The DRWG recognized the complex inter-relationship of the factors

and the scope of work involved with 284 miles of channel with 122

separate historic channel maintenance sites. Three basic methods of

attacking the investigations were identified.

a. 'Field Testing. The advantage of documented field tests is

that they have the best reliability; the disadvantages are that the test

conditions are limited by the hydrologic cycle experienced, variables

cannot be tested under identical reoccurring conditions, the study

period is short, and any failures pose a risk to continuing commerce.

b. Physical I'todelin~. This method has proven reliability to

predict the impact of parameter modificatio». It has an advantage over

field rests ss one can repeat tests with alL parameters constant except

test parameter variation. The pr.1nu<ry disadvantages are cost, aerial

scope, and time requirements.

c. Nachematical,kiode].i»L--. A mathemarical model is a com-

puterized program of hydraulic and sediment transport mechanic; equations

which attempt to describe the river flow, including water and : ediment,

and its interaction with the river bed. This method is relatively new

and untested as only recent development of computer capability allowed

initiation of a mathematical solution. A. math model has a great advantage

over a phvsical model because the model does not have. to be bu;lt after

each test. It is more t.Ime and cost- ef factive than field test,Lng or

physical modeling but lacks f «ll development and reliability.

The Corps of LLngineers accomplished 'educed depth dredging  depth

of 11 to 12 feet below Ivw control pool! at 35 of 49 sites dredged on

the Ni ssissippi River during ch . per icd 1974-. 1978.



During the GREAT program �975-1978! 23 percent, 53 percent, and 24

percent of the dredging based on volume was accomplished at 13, 12 and

ll feet of depth, respectively. During the overa1.1 period of 1974-1978,

42 percent, 38 percent, and 20 percent of the dredging was accomplished

to 13, 12 and 11 feet, respectively. The GREAT program resulted in an

overall reduction of 940,350 cubic yards ox 23.7 percent of the main

channel maintenance on the Mississippi River 9-foot Channel Project,

based on initial dredging requirements at each site.

Analysis of the 1960-1973 period indicated that a reduction of

depth to 12 feet would have resulted in a 25 percent reduction in

individual dredging requirements without consideration of impact on

frequency of dredging.

The tests sites had an average annual dredging requirement of

402,400 cubic yards during the 1975-1978 period. The 1956-1974 histor-

ical average annual dredging requirement adjusted 12 percent for the 1975

low control pool level cha~ge was 629,300 cubic yards. This represents

a reduction of 36 percent in dredging quantity. This comparison is

considered optimistic as the base period included record floods in 1965

and 1969.

Overall, during the GREAT period, 52 percent of the sites subject

to reduce depth dredging were dredged in one year. For these sam~ sites,

39 percent were dredged in an average year for the period 1956-1974,

with 13 foot dredging in all but two years. This is a 34.1 percent

increase in frequency of dredging. This would tend to illustrate that

the decrease in quantity was offset by a increase in frequency.

Existing dredging capabili.ty was utilized to accomplish the main-

tenance dredging. Additional plant was acquired to allow material

placement wi.th longer transport distances. Increases in mobilization,
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setup time, disposal site shutdown requirements, and mechanical downtime

reduced the existing equipment capability. These reduction in capabil-

ity are not attributable to the depth of dredging. However, it does

illustrate that channel maintenance was feasible during 1974-1978 with

the reduced depth dredging program. Increased frequency of dredging at

the test sites did not exceed existing plant capability, However, due

to the short period of record, this conclusion is tempered for long-term

or extreme flow conditions.

In summary, the field records of 1974-1978 do not indicate an

increase of channel closures with reduced depth dredging. However, a

much greater risk of channel closure results particularly with 11-foot

versus 12- of 13-foot dredging for the following reasons. Field docu-

mentation has shown that channel clo'ure can occur within a few days of

the channel reaching a depth of 10 feet. The 1974 closure at I',eads

Landing demonstrated that the channel closed within 4 days with channel

depths not less than 10 feet without any change in river stage. When

dredging is limited to 11 feet, the Corps of Fngineers, St. Paul District,

is hesitant to initiate dredging when isolated depths at a site approach

10 feet. Many thousands of dollars of cost are required with t: he existing

equipment to improve the channel depth a few tenths of a foot. Channel

maintenance as exemplified by Reads Landing in late 1976 is def:erred

with increase site monitoring. This poses a definite increased risk to

the channel relibility. Development of equipmcnt wl.th high efficiency

in dredging extremely shallow face of material would improve the viabil-

ity of reduced depth dredging. In addi.tion, development of capability

to predict whether the site will continue to shoal shallower or scour

deeper would be a significant tool to define dredging needs. This



predictive and equipment capability would minimize dredging cost,

quantities dredged, and improve the channel reliability.

The past S years' performance of the Dredge WM. A. THOMPSON and

Derrick Barge HAUSER was analyzed to determine the impact of reduced

depth dredging. This cost can be aggravated i.f the frequency of

dredging increases. In both examinations, only actual dredging time was

considered to minimize the impact of placement site conditions on

overall productivity. Alternate equipment could not be evaluated as the

Dredge THOMPSON and Derrick Barge HAUSER accomplished all pilot efforts.

�! Dredge THOMPSON. The following tabulation. illustrates

the Dredge THOMPSON without application of the Booster Barge NULLEN:

Product iont'Pumping:!our
S~. Yds /Hr. Cu, Yds  Hr.

Average
FaceDr~ed 1M.Depth

 Feet!  Feet!

58913411.32

1347l. 77 79412

9842. 9013 982
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This clearly indicates that the average 11 foot project costs the

same as the average 12 foot project. Therefore, it is just as economical

to dredge to 12 as to 11 feet with the Dredge THOMPSON; an increase in

frequency increased the costs. The aerial production drops considerably

with 13-foot dredging, and an increase in frequency is acceptable.

Assuming an average mobilization of 2 days with an average job require-

ment of 4 days with 13 foot dredging, the frequency of dredging at 12

feet could increase 22 percent without reducing the cost effectiveness

of the Dredge THOMPSON. Use of a 20 percent factor is recommend d as

the average face at 12 feet may increase. The production of the Dredge



THOMPSON with the Booster Barge MULI,EN wais slightly higher, but signif-

icant mobilization and setup tim» is an overriding factor.

�! Derrick Ba~re H>tJSKR. A similar tabulation for the

Derrick Barge is as follows:

Production/Pumping Hour
Sq, Yds/Hr, Cu. Yds/Hr.

Average
1aceDre~ding Uc~tIa

 Feet!  Feet!

2881.81 174

19212 2302. 50

3,6713 202166

cost.

A trial effort was n;-ada:in an effort to improve the production of

the derrick barge in shallow face dredging, Yha derrick barge clamshell

will take up to a 2- foot f ace fn a single pass, When the face is less

than 2 feet, the clamshell ir. nly partially loaded, but the cycle time

remains nearly unifcrm. Therefore, a concept of dredging a cut face

foot deep by dredging 2 feet deep but skipping 50 percent of the area in

the checkerboard pattern ':~=as considered. This methodology was tested on

the outside cut of Below the Head of Raft Channel, Pool 8 in 1976. The

dredge cut was located on the insi~,a of a river. bend. The derrick barge

production increased,, but unfortunately the dredged area did riot level

out. It remained uneven. throughout the balance of the 1976 seaso~. The

river flow was insufficient to level the area, and the motor vessel

propellor was not ef f ective a.:: it wa;;:, «inei ted to the out si d» of the

Considering the aerial production data, an average gob size of 9

days at 13 feet, I day of mobilization, and ,10 percent stepping time,

the frequency of, dredging could incr. se 28 percent with 12-foot dredging

and 52 percent with 11-foot dredging without increasing the dredging



bend. hny future attempt should include trial applications of a drag

bar or beam to level the area.

SUMHARY

The examples presented herein tend to illustrate the emphasis being

placed on the disposal of dredged material.. This is not to say "hat the

optimization of dredging techniques is not receiving its share of

technical effort. It is increasingly evident that the total dredging

cycle needs to be addressed, with all elements being considered very

carefully.
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EFFECTS OF SED1Kl'NT PARTlCl.,i.' Sil'K DLSTRI BUTTON ANN RE?.ATED FACTORS UN

SURVIVAI,, OF THREE A !iJATIC TNVE8.". EbHATE :

lMPJ TCATTONS FOR THE CON1!VCT OF

RF9  F11 SFr3 11'iENT P T OAR SAY

bv

Vl. 'TOY A, .vlCEAR3,AND'

A8 S,l .I%AC I.

Tile influen= e LI;, sediII;ent part:I cia '.-".ze di1 tr:il!ution on the;urvivccl of

s - v'-'! l e nond! s YUI!'Y.I ve pi ocI Burethree invertebrate spa< les was invest 1 p':.ted.

f or c OItb l 1!at ii lp 7' 'I 1 u Ea 3 u11c o11tsIn3 natecl s "." .Fme11L s ~ ' 01i c h provided L.o1 tr of

sediments of predicted particle slee «istr:11;;1=L.ion. was developed, The

tub ico ious p -.1ychaete, piopatra cuprea aI!d 711e 1.=,rasa shrimp P >,I ae7I:onetes gupio

survived. equally well or1 ail se:1 !me	t types E::IngiII<', rro71 00 percent coar-e�

survival of the burrowing poivchcIete, Neanthes an:.n<Iceodentata declined

linearly as silt/clay cu7I tent of tbe Bed.lme71t ir1creascd.; however, this de-

creased s11rvival was»ot statist;;='c';;,lly sign.if icanT at the a =- 0.0'! evel. The

implications of tho lack of PI-iol 4 1ca~ l.eda;e o.'. L h . compat ibility I!f test

organ iHITIs .'~it h t he ':. ed 1 ment I. v11e i111'ier .. !Ives 1 i g-.' t;LQYI ir1 'I s ecl imen: bioas say

are d iac11ssecl.

1 Physical sc.:1 entist, 4. s. Army corps of E71gineera Environmental T.aboratory,
WaterWay S Expe E inc YI t Sta  l O11, V 1 ckabur;-, 1!iSS i SSippi 39180

text ured tc. 100 percent f ine-textured sediI~enI: during; the l'-'-day investigations.



INTRODUCTION

l. The criteria governing ocean disposal of dredged materi~I under

Section 103 of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Ac " .of 1972

 Public Law 92-532! require that potential for environmental harm be assessed

by a three-phase bioassay  U. S. EPA, 1977!. These bioassays must n:e ~sure the

toxicity of the I.iquid, suspended particulate, and solid phases of a dredged

sediment being considered for ocean disposal to "appropriate sensitive marine

organisms."

2. An implementation manual describing suggested procedure., for

complying with these regulatory requirements was prepared by the Environmental

Protection Agency/Corps of Engineers Technical Committee on Criteria for

Dredged and Fill Materials  EPA/CE 1977!, and is used routinely by coastal. Corps

District and KPA Regional offices in regulatory evaluations of dredged material

proposed for ocean disposal. The liquid and suspended particulate phase tests

are conducted in the manner of the traditional 96-hr aquatic bioassay, The

solid phase test, however, is an innovation in which survival of th! test

organisms is determined after 10-days' exposure to a deposited Layer of the

dredged material. at in situ sediment density. This is compared wi'h survival

in identical systems containing deposited layers of reference or control

sediments.

3. Many benthic. surveys have related the distribution of organisms to

sediment type  Driscoll 1975; Dexter 1978; NichoIs l970; Sander,; 1958;

Stickney and Stringer 1957; EPA 1975; Young and Rhoads 1971!. Sanders  I958!

related the sediment preference of many organisms to feeding 'Iype, Ln that.

study, most epifauna and filter-feeding infauna were associated wi' h sandy

sediments. Fine-grained sediments were characterised by deposiL-f~ «ding

infauna. Sanders �958! found a sand botto!n comn!unity characterised by
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amphipods of the genus Amye 1. isca, one of wh ic !! was ~Arn e 1 i sea spin i pes .
Stickney and Stringer � 952! f ound amph. pods of this species; hsr ac ter ized the
muddy cen tra 1 core of Greenwich Bay . Vh i I e i t appears that at 1 eas t in the

A~me I i sea spin ipes, the same organism may characterize either sandy o r
muddy bo t toms, very f ew species show suc» an ubiquitous distribution in theI

f <e Id. Many factors such as l ar'val sett I in- preference, inter � spec i f ic compe�

t it ion, adu1 t mobility, phototaxi s, water currents, and variable responses to

changes in temperature or sa1 ini ty operate to af feet the. distri bution of
] uveni <e and adu 1 t organisms in the f ie.l d I Gray 1974 ! . Since f actors such as

these are controlled in labors tory testing the occu rrence of an organism in

particular substrate ir! the f ie Id does not n cue ssari 1 y mean tha t species can

survive ace apt ab l y in the laboratory i n o t her sed iment types for the dura-

tion of a bioassay.

4, A. related concern is the nature of a s»itab1 e control sediment,,

The par t i c le s i ze d i srr ibu'! ion of r»e dry: dged ma ter i a I in a particular channe 1

is beyond the contrro1 of the investigator, The particle size distribution of

the reference mater.' >1 .a- be se 1 acted only w i th i n the range available near

the dump site and;» choice is of ten limi ted �Howr ver, a control sediment of

any des ired part icl .. s i. o distr i but ion can be se I~.-.cted by the investigator,

and can be made j nter!'!ed j ate between s,is e d; st r:i but !,ons of the dredged and

reference sediments, The location - nd co !lection of a demonstrably nontoxic

sediment of a particular partic ie size di str ibu t ion cau be time � cons«ming and

logistical ly dif f i cult. This paper des; r ibes a m~; thud whereby a very natural

control sediment of, anv desired pari j,c le size di.st ribut ion can be easily

prepared in the Laboratory, and describes the ef f:"ct on survival of three

organisms o f various s ize distributions of sediments so prepared .

Y~ATi R..!,:.M=S ANu l';!' ! ll='.>=;;S

H edimen!: s

The mud used in this s tudy was taken wi th a peter son p ra» f rom the

deepest part o f Fast: Bay, Fensa< o 1 a, Florida an ar ea wi th no apparent nearby
pollution � lt was transported to the laboratory in. fiberglass ice



0chests and stored at 4 C. Before use in the experiments, it wa" s trained

through a 1.0 mm polyethyLene screen without the addition of. water and was

mixed thoroughly with a large wooden paddle. Particle size distribution

analysis was performed using the modified hydrometer method of Pat rick �958!,
A quartz sand was obtained from an area of Santa Rosa Sound, Pluri»ia, well
remove l from apparent sources of pollution. In the Laboratory th.ts sand was
sieved, air-dried, and. sized using U. S. Standard sieves.

6. The mud and sand were mixed by incorporation of the sani in the wet

mud using stainless steel spatulas and a plastic covered slab. This procedure
involved spatulating a small, workable-size mass �00-700 g! of th=- ~;"u»l on the
slab into a thin layer. A proportionate amount of sand was added [o this

mass and worked into it until the sand was evenly distributed in th~. mud. Two

spatulas were used, one to do the mixing and moving and the other to clean the
first. When the components were well. mixed, the mass was set asi»ie and a second

batch prepared in the same way. This was mixed with the first batch an« the

procedure was repeated until all. the sand had been mixed with all. th» mud.
The smal.l mixed batches were then combined and mixed thoroughly in an ice chest

using a wooden paddle. No water was added at any point in the process.

Chemical Analyses

7. Standard procedures were used for chemical analyses performed on

the mud sediment used in this study  US-EPA, 1969; US-EPA, 1979a and 1979b;

Rand, N. C. et al., 1975; Mills, et a1., 1972!. Parameters included heavy

metals, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls,

chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides, nutrients, oil and grease, and

miscellaneous sediment characteristics.

8. With the exception of Hg, metals were di.gested in concentrated

nitric. acid. Metals other than Pb that were present in concentrations greater

than 50 ppb were analyzed by argon plasma emission spectroscopy using a

Spectrametrics mu]tielement system, Spectrospan Model III. I.ead and all



metals in concentrations below SO ppb were analyzed on a Perkin-Elmer Nodel

5000 atomic absorption spectromet .r using a heated graphite atomizer system.

Nercury was analyzed by the. cold vapor method, wherein the sample is digested

and reduced to the elemental form and the vapor is passed through a chamber

mounted on a Perkin-Elmer atomic absorption spectrometer, Nodel 305.

9. Samples for PCP, analy�is were extracted in hexane/acetone, cleaned
TNon Florisil, and concentrated using a J{»derna � Danish system. Analysis was

completed on a Hewlet t-Packard Nodal !840 gas chromotograph equipped with an

electron captur~. detector.

10, PoJ.ynuciear aromatic hy;Jrocarbons were extracted with the PCB's and

cleaned on Florisi.l . Analysis was by flame i.oni.zation using a Perkin-ElmerTN

Nodel 990 gas chromatograph.

1J.. Colorimetric met! ods were u ed for the rnalysis of CN, TKN, TP, and

COD using a Technicon AutoAnaJyzer, Node.J, AAII for. the first three parameters

and a Hitashi Spectrophotometer, Nodal 100 60 for the COD, TOC was analyzed

on an Oceanographic Tnternarional IR detector fo.'.J.owing persuifate digestion.

Oil and grease, TVS, an<1 TS were anBJyzed by gravimetric procedures. In the

case of oil and grease, the sedJment was extracted using hexane. For TVS, the
. o

sediment was ashed in a tm ffle f=.mac. '{, 550'0, NJJ. -5 was analyzed by

distillation into acid,;,<J;ustmenr of the pH to 10.5 and back-titration.

J.',xpe r,rme nt a l Organ.t sms

12. Three species were used in the Investigation. The tubicolous

polychaete, Diopatra cuprea was collecred by <iivers on the Texas coast, The

worms were found Jiving in a sandy substrate, and when brought to the labora-

tory they wer< place'J i > J.arge fibcrgJass tanks contai~ing JO cm of sand with
oartificial seawater ad!usted to 33 joo saxi».Joy, and maintained at an ambient

temperature of 20 + 2 C. The acclimation period was three weeks and the worms~o

were fed during tl.is period on ':,. diet of dried, ground ThaJ.lasia s~.
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13. Another polychaete species whic'h bui1<ls a burrow or. inhabits

crevices and is a different feeding type, Neanthes arenaceo<lentata, was

2
Reishcul.tured in our laboratory fram a strain originally obtained from D

o
<it, 5 /aoThis worm was cultured in Flat plastic trays in artificial seawater

0
salinity and a temperature maintained at 20 + '2 C. A thin layer <,t

the trays al lowed the worm> to form burrows. Tl«. w iter was aerated

san<1 in

ch ok <l

daily for increased salinity, and partially replaced every 2 weeks. '1.'ho Eoa<E

was dried al f'a 1. fa.

14. The third species tested was the <. st <<urine grass shrimp, Pal» mo»<'>".'

j!»gio. These shrimp i ere col lected by dip net i» Thai lasia beds at Shor< 11»<

aquaria equipped with subgravel/airlif t f i 1 ters. Salinity vas maintained at
0 ~othe co] lection level of 25 /ao and temperature was control. led at 20 + 2 C.

The shrimp were fed daily an 48-hr nauplii of Artemia salina.

~Ex et<cents< ~Desi e

15.. Experimentation with polychaetes was conducted in 190 z 100 mm

acid-washed crystallizing dishes. Containers for the grass shrimp were 5.7~

b~ttery jars. Treatments consisted of clear water with no sedimet<t added,

100 percent sand, 50 percent sand/50 percent mud, 20 percent sand/80 percent

mud, and 100 percent mud. All containers were randomly assigned a position in

the same temperature-contro11ed water bath.

16. Two procedures were followed for addition of the sediment to the

aquaria. Procedure A, which was no»disruptive oF the sediment, ccnsisted of

placing the sediment to a depth of 30 mm in each empty container and slowly

siphoning water into a petri dish placed on the surfac.e, Water flowed over

the sides of the dish onto the sediment and filled the containers without

2 Donald .T. Ref.sh, California State College at Long Reach, Long Reach,
California 90804

Park in Escambia Bay, Florida. In the laboratory, they vere maintained in glass



suspending the sediment. In Procedure 8, the sediment was slurried in water,
poured into containers partially filled with water, and allo~ed to settle for
1 hr. About 75 percent of the water was siphoned off after this settling
period and replaced with clear water using the petri dish to avoid additional
disturbance. Sufficient slurry was added to produce a sediment depth of

015 mm. Once temperature had stabilized at 20 C, 10 organisms were added to
each container. Aeration was provided by bubbling filtered compressed air
into each dish through a small bore glass pipet, After 24 hrs, water was

again changed in containers representative of the second procedure, and after
an additional 24 hrs, part of the water in each container was removed and
sufficient additional slurried sediment was added to bring the settled

sediment depth to 30 mm. Water was again changed after a 1-hr settling period
and at 48-hr intervals thereafter. The experiment was terminated after 12

days and surviving organisms in all aquaria were counted and the results
analyzed by two-way analysis of variance, Duncan's multiple range test for
variable survival, and linear regression analysis.

RESUI.T! AND DISCUSSION

17. Results of the chemical analyses of the East Bay mid-channel

sediment are given in Table 1. The earth's average crustal abundar>ces of the
metals analyzed in this sediment are shown in parentheses, Concentrations in
the sediment were generally near or below the earth's crustal averages. Most

of the miscellaneous sediment characteristics which are generally related to

sediment toxicity and to adsorption-desorption of lipophilic pollutants are
low. Total volatile solids is an exception. All the organic contaminants

measured which would tend to be associated with organic or volatile solids,

however, were below analytical detection limits or present in very low
concentrations. Particle size analysis showed the mud contained 2 percent

sand, 78 percent silt, and 20 percent clay. The sand was not analyzed
chemically. The sand contained less than 0,01. percent by weight of particles
smaller than 63 pm. Two-thirds of the particles fel.l between 63 um and 300 p,m
and one-third were between 300 pm and 1.0 pm.
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18. On the basis of these determinations the aid-channel sediment and

the sand were considered to bs nonpolluted and physically suitable for mixing

to form "control" substrates in which the survival of organisms exposed would

not likely be affected by chemical toxicity.

1.9. For none of the three species were there any statisticaily signifi-

cant differences in survival due to the procedure by which sediment was added

to a test container  Table 2!, Treatment x procedure interactions were also

insignificaylt, and for these reaSOns data from both procedures werc pooled in
calculating treatment effects. Survival of the three species investigated is

shown in Vigure l.

20. Palaemonetes ~u~io survived equally well regardless of the presence
or nature of sediment. Survival was 90 percent or better in all treatments

where sediment was present and slightly less than 90 percent in clear water

without sediment.

21. The survival of D. c~u rea was higher in all sediment treatments

than that of the other two organisms. Survival of this organism approached
100 percent on sediments, but was reduced to 65 percent in the absence of a

sediment.

22. The survival of N. arenaceodentata decreased linearly from a high

of 95 percent in 100 percent sand to a low of 77.5 percent in 100 percent mud
2 = r = 0. 95! in the treatments where sediment was present. However, the

difference between the survivals in any treatment in which a sediment was

present were not statistically significant at the 0.05 level. The 40 percent
survival in clear water without the presence of sediment vas statistically

lower than in the presence of any sediment and vas lower for this animal than

for either of the others.

23. In this study, P. pu~in and D. ~cu rea survived squally well tn the
presence of a pure mud substrate as when pure sand was present. These two
organisms appear to be acceptable for use in bioassays in which reference and
test sediments are of widely differing particle size distribution, awhile the

differences are not statistically significant, N. arenaceodentata shoved

decreasi.ng survival with increasing mud content. This suggests a possible



sensitivity of this animal to some toxic property of the test mud. More
likely, however, in view of the uncontaminated nature of the mud, is a general
decrease in physical compatibility with muddy sediments. This would limit the
species usefulness in bioassays involving high mud content sediments. The two
polychaetes clearly require a sediment substrate. Their poor survival in sedi-
ment-free water is highly significant when compared to survival in the presence

of a sediment of any particle size distribution. The grass shrimp, however,
survives as well without a sediment as it does when any sediment is present.

24. In regulatory dredged sediment bioassays, the reference sediment is
intended to represent conditions at the proposed disposal site had dumping never
taken place there, and is collected near the disposal site in an area not affected
by previous disposal operations. For purposes of regulatory evaluations, survival
in the dredged material being tested is compared to survival in the reference
material to assess whether disposal is likely to degrade sediment conditions

beyond those presently existing in the vicinity of the disposal site. The control
sediment is intended to be similar in sedimentological characteristics to the

dredged sediment and to the reference sediment and must be demonstrably nontoxic.
Its sole purpose is to provide quality assurance regarding the conduct of the
bioassays. In the case in which the reference sediment is pristine and physically
similar to the dredged material, it can also serve as the control sediment.

25, Problems may arise when the physical nature of the dredged material
is markedly different than that of the sediment in the vicinity of the dump
site, and therefore, different from the reference sediment. Frequently, the
material to be dredged from a ship channel is predominately silt-clay, while
the sediments in and around a dump site are sand, or vice versa. Since the

intent of the tests is to determine dredged material toxicity as distinct from

physical effects, one qualification of an appropriate test organism clearly
must be the ability to survive equally well in sediments of different particie
size distributions. Otherwise, physical incompstibiLity with the sediments

can make the determination of toxicity impossible. This is critical since the.
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decision whether to grant a permit to dump is strongly influenced by the

predicted toxicity of the dredged sediments.

26. All factors other than toxicity of the test sediment wh:ich may

influence the outcome of the test must be the same for the control., reference,

and test organisms Therefore, a species which would. not survive equally well

in a vari.ety of sediment types would be unsuitable for use in a bioassay in

which the reference and test sediments were of widely different particle size

distributions. The present study describes a simple method for determining

the suitability of potential test species for use in laboratory bioassays in

which the reference and test sediments have different particle size distri-

butions.

27. Tests of this type are not difficult to perform and can provide a

data base which can aid in choosing the most suitable organisms for cise in

sediment bioassays. Such information should be of use both to the. contractor

who performs the bioassays, and, as qual.ity assurance, to the contracting

officers who must select a contractor and must make regulatory decisions on

the bioassay results provided them. Once the physical compatibil.il'y of

potential. test species with particle sizes of the test and reference sediments

has been verified, the technique described here can be used to prepare a non-

toxic control sediment with natural texture and any desired particl.e size

distribution.
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Table 1

Chemical Anal sis of East Ba , Pensacola, Florida, Mid-Channel Sediment.

Crustal Abundances of Metals.

Parameter ConcentrationParameter

Napthalene

1-me-Napthlene

2-me-Napthlene

Aroclor 1242

Concentration

  0.2!

  200.0!

  70.0!

  5.0!

  16.0!

�000.0!

2.36cd

118.0

19.8Cu

6.83As

124821.8Pb

125457.8

  100.0!

  80.0!

1260Ni

88.8 o-BHC

Heptaclor

Heptaclor epoxide

Lindane

Aldrin

Dieldrin

<0. 0021Hg

'504. 0

NH -N
3

TOC

15.0

6630.0

<0. 5CN

TEN 2890.0 Endrin

1
p, p -DDE

1
p, p -DDD

1
p, p -DDT

1
o, p -DDT

3.69KCOD

Oil 6 Grease 500.0

21.4X

24. 8/TVS

35.0

After V. M, Goldschmidt, Courtesy A. Mui.r, editor, and Clarendon
Press, Oxford, Publishers of "Geochemistry."
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* ~/~
Values in Parentheses are Earth's Avera e

0.073

<0.010

<0.010

<0.010

<0.010

<0.010

<0.010

< 0. 00'L

0.002

0.001

<0. 001

0. 00:L

<0. 001

�. 00:L

0.005

�. 00:L

�. 00;L

<0. 001



Table 2

~Anal sls of Parlance Results for E~aeh S acies Tested Co~ra arawn~

Anova SSSource

Palaemonetea ~u io
0.03

0. 11

0.44270

~Dio atra ~cu rea

1.29

24.703370

0.93130

Neanthes arenaceodentata

0,1320

12.627570

1.22730
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Effect on Survjyal of Procedure, Treatment, and

Procedure x Treatment Interaction

Procedure

Treatment

Procedure Treatment

Procedure

Treatment

Procedure Treatment

Procedure

Treatment

Procedure Treatment

0,8610

0.9751

0.7803

0.2833

0,0001

0,4853

0,7226

0.0006

0.3631
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DREDGING AND 'IHE NATIONAL WATERWAYS STUDY

by

David F. Bastian
1

ABSTRACT

'I'he National Water ays Study was authorized by Congress directing

the Corps of Engineers to make a comprehensive study and report on the

system of watery improvements, The study shal.l include a review of

the existing system and its capability for meeting the national needs,

including emergency and defense requirements and an appraisal of additional

improvements necessary to optimize the system and its intermodal charac-

teristics through the year 2003. This study has been assigned to the

Institute of Water Resources.

The first task of the National Waterways Study has been to develop

an inventory of the existing system and the cmunodities which move on

the waterways, and to prepare a description of that system. The develop-

ment of future scenarios precedes the second group of major activi ties

which include projecting commodity flows and assessing the capabi lity of

the existing system to meet these flows. This is followed by as;essment

under the future conditions. Development and evaluation of alternative

strategies follow the identification of constrained segments of the nation's

system.

Part of the National Waterways Study has been devoted to the history

of dredging, present status of dredging technology, and a projection of

future technology and fleet utilization.

1Civil Engineer, National Waterways Study, Dept. of the Army, Water Resources
Support Center, Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, MS.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been speculation about what is to becane of America's wa'terways,

much of it focused on the socio-econanic, institutional and environmental

impacts of using waterways and water-related resources to provide
transportation benefits for the American people. In addition, the growing
canplexity of water resources management has tended to obscure the attention
given to any single function, such as transportation, for which water is
used. In evaluating the current and ~tential role of waterways in the

national transportation scheme, it is necessary to consider a number of

factors which have an impact � -directly or indirectly--u~n the maint nance and

developnent of the network in meeting a level of waterborne transportation
needs. One of the more critical functions in the operation of our waterway

systan is dredging. What shape America's waterways will take in the future is
going to be influenced significantly by decisions made today concernirg the
dredging activities to be performed in this system.

A decision-making basis as to what the waterways could and should beccxne

in the overall context of our national transportation system is being

devel~ in the National Waterways Study. The United States Congress, acting
in Section 158 of the Hater Resources Development Act of 1976, directed the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to undertake a navigation-oriented study, The
overall NWS objective is to identify and analyze alternative strategies for

providing a navigation system to serve the nation's current and pro-iected
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tran. portation needs. In achievirq this objective, one function of the study

is to assess the capability of the existing waterway systen ta meet both

current ard projected national transportation needs. The steely is examining

the capability of the current navigation system to handle present and future

traffic. Systen level constraints are being identified. Such constraints may

be specific in nature, such as capacity problems at tuck & Dam 26 on the

Mississippi, or they may be rare general, such as reduced levels of

maintenance or new work dredging system-wide. This latter potential

constraint to waterborne commerce is gaining increasing attention as the

National Waterways Study proceeds apace.

The preliminary findings to date highlight the continued and growing

importance of the waterway network in the national transportation ;cheme, and

lend credence to expressions of concern over potentially serious constraints

to this role, such as the long-term impacts of reduced levels of dredging.

Although continuing pressures for national and regional growth spur on moves

to expand transportation capabilities, it seems apparent that the mission of

institutions involved in water transportation is focusing rmre on improved

operations and maintenance � modernization of existing waterways and

replacement of outmoded facilities � not on major system development and

expansion. There are also questions about the safety of navigation facilities

ard the reliability of the system in sustained use. Many improvements were

installed decades ago, and breakdowns at sensitive points are another concern.
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THE WATERWAY SYSTEM K!CAY

In assessing the significance of a potential constraint to waterborne

ccmmerce, such as reduced dredging volumes, it is important to understand the

magnitude of the waterway network ard associated facilities. One of the first

tasks of the National Waterways Study was to perform an inventory of the

canponent parts and functions of the existing waterway systen in order to

develop this characterization of the system as a basis For further study.

Currently, nearly 26,000 miles of ccxntmrcially navigable waterways are in

use, in addition to the shipping lanes of the Great Lakes and the coastai

trade routes. Ninety-five percent of the Unites States population lives in

states served by this system. Mesc waterways are served by more than 230

ccmmercial harbors and ports operated by private industry or by local or state

goverrments.

Navigation improvements aiorg the waterways include locks at 265 sites,

channel alignments, bank stabilization, cut-offs, dredging, and clearinj and

snagging operations. The Corps of Engineers operates most of the locks,

maintains most of the improved waterways ard is also responsible for a ~rtion

of the dredge fleet capacity required for maintaining the channels and ~rts.

Since 1824 the Federal goverreent has invested about $10 billion .in the

develcpnent ard maintenance of the inland and intracoastal waterways ard in

the Great Lakes and coastal harbors. Present annual maintenance costs for

these facilities rage fromm $3SO to S400 million.

Approximately 1.9 billion tons of freight move along the waterway;-. and

through the ports each year. The foreign tra3e canponent is nearly equal to

the danestic flow ard is growing at an accelerating rate. Both foreign and
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danestic ccrnr~rce each approached one billion tons in 1977. The waterway

system provides effective transportation for movement of crude and refined

petroleum, coal, grains and fertilizers, industrial chemicals, iron ore, iron

ard steel products as well as other bulk ccxnmcdities. Energy ccmmodities,

petroleum and its prcducts and coal, daninate foreign and danestic waterborne

trade and accounted for 61 percent of all waterborne caemerce in 1977. Most

of the movement is of foreign origin. The next largest dcmestic i~ii~mdity

g-oup moving by water- � grains--is predominately for export.

In the three decades between 1947 to 1977, the volume of waterborne

canmerce increased from 700 million tons to 1.9 billion tons. Dcxnestic

ccxnmerce has shown consistent growth, beginning with the movement of 579

million tons in 1947 and leveling off within a range of 970 to 990 million

tons between 1973 and 1977. Fcreign coerce has grown at a much mire rapid

pace, from 188 million tons in 1947 to 935 million tons in 1977. Foreign trade

represented about 25 percent of total waterborne canmerce in 1947, but it

currently accounts for about 50 percent of the total.

In addition to characterizing the existing waterway system, its facilities

ard traffic patterns, a major function of the National Naterways Study is to

project future canrmdity flow volumes and patterns on this system through

2003. Amon~ the most significant growth ccmmodities foreseen are coal and

grain, with waterborne ~vement potentially increasing nearly three-fold and

t~fold, respectively, over the t~ frame. Such projections illustrate the

growing importance of the waterway system in rruving vital ccrnrnodities; they

aim iHustrate its growing vulnerability to disruptions of this traffic

flow. Important constraints to the realization of projected traffic growth

are being identified in the National Waterways Study. Reduced levels of



dredging in channels ard ports has surfaced as cxxt of a number of getential

constraints on the system. We United States has not attanpted to develop a

deepwater ~rt capability that would be canpetitive with European

facilities. Moreover, a variety of factors have resulted in reduced volumes

of dredgirq nationwide, with the result that certain locations are not

effectively maintaining existing depths, much less improving them.

THE PLIGHT OF DREDGING

Prior to 1978, the dredging progran of the Corps of Engineers was

accanplished under the provisions of 33 U.S. Code  USC! 622 and 33 LSC 624.

These laws required that the Federal dredging workload be performed in the

most ecorxmical or advantageous manner by use of either Corps dredging plant

or industry plant.

Through the end of World War II, the Nation experienced a continuous

development of the waterway systan to meet expandirg cmunercial, recreational

and nationaL defense requirements. In order to meet the growing needs for

maintaining ard improvirxy the waterway system, the Corps acquired the dredges

necessary to assure that this work was acccmplished in a timely manrer and at

a reasonable cost.

Since World War II however, there have been few tns~8 in Mich the

channels of the Nation's ~rts and inland waterways have been widened and

deepened to any significant extent. During the past 16 years alone> the

overall annual dredging workload in the United States has decreased 41% fran

480 million cubic yards in 1963 to 282 million cubic yards in 1979  Table 1!.

Although there has been a slight net increase  88! in the maintenan«w dredging

workload durinq this time period, the new work or improvement dredging
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This reduction in workload is directly related to three factors.

Foremost amore these is the sudden and intense public interest and concern

with envirorroental protection and preservation, which is reflected by the

enactment of a series of environmentally-oriented statutes; e.g., National

Environmental Policy Act, Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the Marine

Protection, Research and Santuaries Act, and Clean, Water Act.

TABLE 1 ' RECENT CHANGES IN THE NATIONAL DREDGING M3RPZQAi3

�963-1979!

Workload

Cubic Yards Percent

Millions Charge
1963 1979

Dredging
Prayran

263 48

217 234

480 282

-82Improvement

Maintenance + 8

-41

One of the major constraints to dredging in this age of envirorrnental

awareness is the disposal of dredged material. Prior to 1966 open water

disposal was acceptable in most cases. Now it is increasingly more difficult

to use as a method of disposal, This has resulted in stopping sane dredging

projects and severely limiting others. The problems associated with the

obtainirq suitable disposal areas have significantly delayed dredgirg projects

because of:

a. We time required to perforro an EIS.

b. The time and funds required to design, build, and procure disposal

areas.
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Envirorxnental constraints and stringent new disposal practices have made

obsolete much of the dredging fleet which was already out-dated and marginal

in performance. Scme of the dredging fleet could be modified, but with the

cut back in dredging, industry is reluctant to make the capital investments

for a shrinking arel uncertain work load.

Another blow to dredging has care with the rigid enforcement of the

"Seagoing Barge Act." The majority of the cutterhead dredges were designed

and constructed for use in interior waterways ard would require extensive

modifications to meet the requirements of the "Seagoing Barge Act" prior to

their working in exposed coastal waters. In many cases, these modifications

would be m extensive that rehabilitation will not be econanically feasible.

Recently, the Coast Guard has been given increased latitude in interpreting

this Act. 'Ihe impact this will have upon the dredging industry remains to be

seen.

A third factor contributing to diminution of the U.S. dredging fleet is

the fact that U ~ S ~ channel depths have not kept up with those of the rest of

the world, Outdated port dimensions will increasingly play a role in our

balance of trade because the country is currently not able to efficiently

export coal in deepdraft vessels.

The above three factors are predaninantly responsible for the significant

decrease in the annual dredging workload in the United States. The Federal

dredge fleet has mirrored this fact by a significant decrease in size. Worse

yet, the 82% reduction in the annual improvement dredging yardage had a

substantial adverse impact on the industry, because the industry had

traditionally performed about 85% of this typ of ~rk. While there have been

a large number of deep draft channels and harbors constructed for large



supertankers and bulk. cargo ships in many parts of the world, there have been

no such facilities constructed in the United States since WorM War II. That

coupled with the large decrease in the total workload since 1963, have

deterioraterl the financial condition of many of the dredging canpanies.

As the vclume of the ~rkload available to the industry decreased, the

industry, through its national organization, the National Association of

Dredgi~ Contractors, approached the Congress and the Corps of Engineers with

a proposal that all of the dredging workload be performed with industry

plant. This was not possible under the provisions of 33 USC 622 a~3 33 USC

624, nor was it in the public interest due to the large capital investment in

the existirg Federal dredges. Nevertheless, in recognition of the industry's

plight, Congress «decided that a c<xnprehensIve review of the national dredging

program was ne«~1«~1. This decision le«1 to a series of congressional actions.

In 1967, Congress directed the Corps of Engineers to defer acquisition of

new dredgi~ equipment and to advertise through can~titive bidding scroe of

the work performed by Corps hopper dredges. In l972, Congress placed a

moratorium on all plans for the replacenent or modification of Corps dredges

pending ccmpletion of a comprehensive study of the national dredging

program. 'Ihe purpose of the,tudy was to determine the procedures for

acccxnplishirq the Corps' dredgirg requirements in the most efficient,

econ~ical mZ timely manner. The study, which is known as the "National

Dredging Study," was conducted by a management/engineerirg firm and was

ccmpleted in August l974.

The National Dredging Study conclude«1 that the industry's dredging fleet

was generally ob piete and that there was little prospect of the industry

improving its p. oductivity without the introduction of. new equipnent an«1
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technolcqy. Although industry has constructed one new dustpan dredge and

three new pipeline ard three new split hull dredges, in part in response to

the orqoirg Industry Capability Progran, there had been little overall

improvement to its dredgirg productivity.

Followirg a review of the National Dredgirg Study, the moratorium on the

addition to, modification of, or replacement of the Corps of Engineers dredge

fleet was Lifted by the Congress in fiscal year 1976 but funds were only

appropriated for the construction of three new Corps of F'ngineers hoppex

dredges. However, the majority of the Corps of Engineers' existi~ non-hopper

dredges are antiquated and must be retired in the near future. But�

considering the present status of industry's non-hopper fleet, the retirement

of the out-dated Corps dredges must be carefully considered until it is clear

that the industry dredges, which average 25 years in age, are capable of

extended timely, econanical and efficient perfoxmance,

presently, the industry non-hopper fleet includes 293 cutterhead dredges,

174 clamshell dredges, 13 dipper dredges, ard one dustpan dredge. The Corps

of Ergineers' existirg fleet of active dredges consists of 13 hopper dredges,

two large class cutterhead dredges, five dustpan dredges, one dipper dredge/

three sidecasting dredges, three bucket dredges and one special pmpose split-

hull dredge. Several small hydraulic dredges with discharge diameters 12-

inches arx3 less are too small for use on major navigation projects or for

emergency ard national defense purposes. These small dredges are operated by

the Corps for maintenance of breakwaters at hydroelectric or flood control

project reservoirs, in remote locations, in areas in which the vol+re of work

is limited, and in areas where industry cquiprent is not available.
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The National Waterways Study first undertook the task of providirg an

inventory of the national waterway system frcm which much of the previous

statistics were presented. The field offices provided to a central data base

various catagories of data includirg the dimensions of navigable waterways

along with dredging costs and corresponding volumes, both appli& and

deferred, Further surveys provided information on the ~rcial dredging

fleet. This information helps provide a baseline to both define the

relationship of dredgirq to the waterway system and serve as a barcmeter.

Over the period of 1963 to 1979 the total volume of dredged material

decreased fry 480 to 282 million yards with a corresponding cost increase

from $166 million to $324. Table 2 below shows that the unit cost did not

advance dramatically until 197l when envirormental constraints and escalating

fuel prices began beirut applied. Not only have environmental constraints

resulted in reduced dredging but they'have affected the dis~sal of dredged

material.
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TABLE 2

DREDGED% 03ST TRENDS

1963 K! 1979

CORPS AND INDUSTRY

Wtal
Cubic Yards

 millions!

Total Cost
Dollars

 m il lions !

Average
Unit Cost

  cents/cu.gds !
Fiscal

Year

34.64801661963

34.74091421964

4161481965 35.6

35.1390.1371966

1967 110 33.6327

1968 33.1338112

1969 342115 33.6

3921970 128 32.7

39.53571411971

3151972 44.8141

3121571973 50.3

45.63861974 176

2071975 62.3332

2401976 83.6287

79.52371977 298

109.6

114.9

3071978 280

3241979 282

1�

Tables 3 and 4 below give exne indication of types of dredging performed

arr3 the methods of disposal. Open water disposal appears to have been

reduced, which would be a loqical result of envirormental constraints, while

the decrease in confined disposal would represent the unavailability of  a!

funds,  b! space and/or  c! judiciary approval.



1973 � 1977

MTllxon Cu. Yds.
1966 � 1979

1
Method

Dredged Million Cu. Yds.

30.470 ~ 7 88.223.7

0.10.10.3 0.3

53.1154.0205.9 69.0

6.41.2 2.23.6

1.7 0.60.20.7

13.639.417 ~ 2 5.8

290.0298. 4 100.0

1. Average annual maintenance dredgirg total developed in June 1971 incuded

only those projects requiring maintenance at least once each five years fran

WES TR H-72-8, pages 4,6.

2. Average maintenance dredging volume over 3-5 years, 1973-1977, fran

National Waterways Inventory.

TABLE 4

MAIOLI'EN&RE DREDGE@ VOLUME BY TYPE DF DISPOSAL

1966 � 1979
1 1973 � 1977Method

~D1 S S83

Confined 17.350.167.1 22.5

169.7182.1 61.1

t Jnd i f ferentiated

%7ZAL

24.216.449.2 70.2

100.0100 290298.4

Hopper

Sidecast

Pipeline

Bucket

Dipper

Mixed

TOTAL

TAKE 3

NAIb7I'ENPJKE DREDGING VOLUME BY TYPE OF EQUIPMENT



l. Average annual maintenance dredging total develcped in June 1971 included

only those projects requiring maintenance at least once each five years frcxn

WES 'IR H-72-8, ~es 4,6,

2 . Average maintenance dredging volume over 3-5 years, 1973-1977, fran

National Waterway Inventory.

The real impact of envirormental and econcmic constraints is, of course,

not only the lack of waterway development but also a deterioration of the

existirg systen. During the period 1973-1977 about 28.9 million cubic yards

or 10% of the total maintenance dredging was deferred for either insufficient

fundirq or envirorrnental reasons. Frcm a cost ~int of view the deferred

dredgirq represented 27.6% of the dredging costs. Nr. Herbert Haar, chaiman

of the American Association of Port Authorities Ad Hoc Canmittee on dredging

further anphasizes the lack of maintenance by recently reporting that "The

U.S. Corps of Engineers had a need for dredging in the amount of 9478 million

in Fiscal Year 1980 whereas the budget provided only $284 million. The

shortfall in funds will continue in Fiscal Year 1981 where requirenents are

$452 million ard the proposed budget provides only $307 million." This

implies the need for non-partial allocation of funding.

For the reader to pursue that thought trend, the scenery of Corps wide

dredging activities covering the period 1973 � 1977 is presented below. The

data in Tables 5 and 6 account for the total reported "average annual"

dredging of 290,016,500 cubic yards ranked by percentage showing that the

greatest amount of dredging is performed in the Lower Mississippi River.
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TABLE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF DREDGING VOLUME HY REGICN

Percent

VolumeRegions

Miss. River & Trib. 38.0

28.5Gul f

Atlantic

Pac 1 f lc

Great Lakes

16.4

14.6

2.3

Corps
Division

Percent

Volume

Lower Mississippi Valley

South Atlantic

Southwe s tern

North Pacific

North Atlantic

South Pacific

North Central

Missouri River

Ohio River

New Enjlarxh

Pacific Ocean

44.4

16.0

13.1

9.0

6.2

5.5

2.8

1.6

.9

.3

TABLE 6

DISTRIBUTION OF DREDGING VOLUME HY CORPS DIVISION



Lendi~ itself more to analysis is Table 7 which shows by waterway

segment, the  a! average cost per mile of dredging,  b! average dredging

volume per mile and  c! the averse cost per cubic yard of dredging, While

the Lower Mississippi River fran New Orleans to the Gulf requires by far the

most dredging, 16% by volume, on a unit cost it is one of the least

expensive. Further scrutiny shows that the most expensive dredgirg projects

are, logically, those requirirq confined disposal.

The National Waterways Study is concerned with the role that dredging

plays in the develapnent and maintenance of the waterway system. Over the

past 30 years waterborne carsnerce has risen l75% and current projections to

the year 2000 for unconstrained waterways are 2.4 billion tons. 'Ihese

projections will be hard to realize if constraints are not eliminated and

parts of the system improved. Dredging will play an integral part in the

develaprent ard maintenance of the nation's waterways.

With shrinkirry resources allocated to the waterway system, the system will

have to be approached as a whole. Data above will have to be considered along

with data on canmerce to help plan for future maintenance or develo!ment. The

National Waterways Study is presently addressing this problem.
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Type of Dredging
or Dred e  COE! T e of Dis sal

A � Agitation
B � Beach Nouris!.anent
C � Confined
M � Marsh
0 � Open Water
P � Ocean
Z � Other

T~e of Dredge  Private! T~~eof Waterwa~

D � Dredge
B � Barge

'I 23

D I

L U C 0 H
P T S Z

Dragline
Dipper
Ladder
Dustpan
Clamshell
Orange Peel
Hopper
Plain Suction
Cutterhead
Side Casting
Other

TABLE 7 +cont:'~d

C F S
CA I

L

Channelized
Free Flowing River
Seaway  Doep Draft!
Canal
IntracOastal Waterway
Lake



HIGH SPEED HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING

1 2
Adam Heineman and Back Bechly

Abstract

Increasing budget limitations, rising fuel costs, environmental concerns
for wetlands, together with continually changing shoaling patterns are
some of the motivating parameters toward the goal of increasing the
coverage and frequency of hydrogrpahic surveys. The Portland District,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, has in recent years procured e ectronic
and floating plant equipment that is within the present "state of the
art," so that goals can be realized withirr the mission assignment of
their river and harbor channel maintenance program.

Introduction

As shown on Figure 1, Portland District encompasses most of the State
of Oregon and that part of the State of Washington which includes the
drainage of the l,ower Columbia River. Portland District, Navigation
Division, is responsible for maintenance of over 700 river rtriles of
Federal navigation project channels. These miles represent a large
variety of navigation projects ranging from entrance channels for
small boat basins to the large vessel channels, such as the Columbia
River 40' x 600' channel whi.ch is coupled with an entrance bar of
forty-eight feet by one-half mile. To meet the needs for producing
adequate information for channel users and for monitoring our dredg-
ing operations, "state of the art" equipment improvements to enhance
the efficiency of producing surveys has been underway for several
years.

1Chief, Navigation Division, Portland District, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

2Chief, Waterways Maintenance Branch, Navigation Division, Portland
District, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.
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Figure 1, 13:istrict Map

Hydro-Surve~ Needs

Emphasis on minimizing expenditures for all Federal civil worb.s
programs and maximizing the efficiencies of our operations has
resulted in increased significance of our hydro-surv"y act'vities.
To insure that only the most critical shoals are scheduled fur
maintenance, surveys must necessarily be increased in scope. and
freguencv to provide planning personnel with timely and accurate
information.

Environmental concerns in recent years have also modified th<
direction of our disposal operations in many aspects and have again
placed increasing loads on our hydrographic survey staff. Addi-
tional informati.on needed to increase inwater disposal operations,
and thus reduce impacts to the environment by avoiding filling wet-
lands bordering our tidal areas is needed by many interests. Rapidly
accelerating fuel costs for dredging plant have also impacted to a
general extent the increased importance of expanding hydrographic
surveying efforts.



As the surveying increases, consideration must be given to measures
which will improve aur daily survey miles produced and fuel ef ficien-
cies for the large number of surveying vessels in operation, In-
creased hydrographic needs in. many cases also means increased use af
our vessels near marine structures and equipment such as marinas,
boat house moorages, public beaches, etc. Minimizing the wake and
wave actions while maintaining the maximum speed possible becomes
increasingly important.

Because af the number of river miles the Portland Di.strict is
required to monitor, in most cases several times a year, we have
long utilized a survey method whereby most saunding lines are run
parallel with the channel direction. This method permits our dis-
placement hull survey vessels to operate at full speed for mare than
half af the survey miles required. General categories of hydrogra-
phic surveying in Portland District are: 1. Condition surveys,
which are run for large sections af each project on a frequent basis
depending on shoaling patterns  parallel lines!. 2. Cross line
surveys are run on a less frequent basis from bank to bank, including
those areas outside the limits of the Federal projects, to provide
infarmatian on adjacent shoals and shoaling patterns together with
information required for location of "flowlane" or other types of
inwater dispasal sites. 3. Pre � and post-dredge surveys, which are
run similar to condition surveys but only for selected reaches,
provide extra lines both within and outside the channel limits to
enable accurate computation of yardage quantities.

For condition surveys, normally a "five line" type af survey is
utilized. That is, lines are run along the channel centerline, along
the channel quarterlines, and along the channel sidecut lines to
provide a quick reference for the location of shoaling areas For our
Navigation Division planning staff and channel users. Pre- and past-
dredge surveys are run in a similar manner with additional survey
lines provided in- and aut-side the channel for those areas that are
planned ta be dredged or have been maintained. Examples of the three
types of surveys are shown in Figures 2, 3, and

Our Present Approach

Portland District currently operates six hydrographic survey crews.
Those crews range from a field crew which primarily establishes and
maintains shore-based control points throughout the District's
project areas, ta the remaining five crews which conduct hydrogra-
phic surveys at varying locations. One crew is based in Salem,
Oregon, south af Portland. This crew travels throughout the
entire District conducting the smal.ler scope surveys such as marine
entrance chaanels, etc. There are two crews with trailerized 26'
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boats that work on the next level of small and shallow projects and
there are two large boat crews, one of which operates the 65-foot
HZCKSQN and the other, the recently delivered 48-foot, high-speed
survey boat RODOLF  Surface Effect Vessel!.

The integrated electronics age for the Portland District began in
the early 1970's with the purchase of one of the first of tbe
original versions of the DECCA AURO-CARTA systems. Since tk',,at time
the small survey vessels have been equipped with electronic posi-
tioning components and the HICKSON and RODOLF with updated and
expanded versions of the most recent AUTO � CARTA systems. Scme of
the features in these later integrated systems are unique and
exist only in the HZCKSON and RODOLF equipment. The RODOLF is
considered the final item of hardware required to develop tl'..e most
efficient and economical survey system available.

Columbia and Lower Willamette  CF~LW! Prospect. and the RODOLF

The Columbia and Lower Wiliamettc Rivers project consists of a 40'
deep by 600' wide deep � draft. navigation channel that covers 104
miles of the Columbia River from its mouth to Vancouver, Wa hington
and eight miles up the Willamette River to the Portland Harbor.
There are about twentysix areas in the 104-mile C6LW project that
experience pe'riodic shoal.ing. Some of the shoals require main-
tenance annually while others only have to be dredged every three
or four years. Maintenance dredging in recent years on this
project has required removal. of about 5,000,000 cubic yards of
material. Thi.s quantity, coupled with the approximate 4,500,000
to 5,000,000 yards removed from the mouth of the Columbia River
entrance bar, comprise about 30%%d of the total channel maintenance
dredging quantities for the Portland District.

Maintenance of the ChLW project is accomplished using Corps of
Engineers hopper dredges HARDZNG and BIDDLE, the 30" pipeline
dredge OREGON owned by the Port of Portland, and by contractor-
owned pipeline dredges. Generally, hopper dredges are utilized to
maintain the entrance bar, lower estuary bars and "spot" shoals.
Dredging of the shoals in the lower estuary is performed when
weather conditions preclude work on the entrance bar. Pipeline
dredge plant is used to maintain those shoals that are more sub-
stantial in nature.

Efficient maintenance of the Columbia River project require.; fre-
quent hydrographic surveys of all three types to ensure timely
shoal removal, removal of the minimum amount: of material necessary
to provide a clear project, enough "picturr s" of. the river bottom
area to provide insight into tradit'ional shoaling patterns and
information for the Corpse This i~ done in order to select a
number of inwater or "flowlane" disposal areas necessary to supplement
land disposal operations with the. assistance of concerned environmental
agencies. In the early 1970'», it was apparent that improvements in both
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the electronics data acquisition and vessel performance would
have ta be accomplished to cope with continuing manpower and
budget restrictions. Planning began in 1975 ta research the current
"state of the art" for both surveying systems and surveying plat-
forms. Current versions of the Decca Auto-Carta systems aboard
the HICKSON and aboard the RODOLF were procured in late 1976 and
in 1979. Efforts at that time were initi.ated for the acquisition
of an aircushion-assisted catamaran survey vessel to provide the
speed and wake characteristics desired ta increase our hydrographic
surveying capabilities. The system acquired for the planned high-
speed survey vessel wss placed aboard our 52-foot NORMAN BRAY
in 1979. The BRAY was recently placed in a standby status after
delivery of the survey boat RODOLF. The remainder of this paper
describes the electronics utilized for the RODOLF, the capabilities
of the RODOLF itself, and the outputs realized from the successful
mating of system and vessel,

Electronics

Survey charts normally utilized for the Columbia River channel are
at a scale of 1:5,000. Charts have a standard sheet size
of 28 x 54 inches in length. Therefore, approximately 32 charts
are utilized ta cover the Federal navigation chan~el from the mouth
of the Columbia River to the Portland and Vancouver harbor areas,
A Lambert projection and coordinate system is utilized. A general
view af the system as previously mounted in the vessel NORMAN BRAY
is shown in Figure 5. Components for the data acquisition system
are discussed in the following subparagraphs.

1. Positiani~n . Electronic positioning is provided by a Del
Norte Trisponder Model 202A. It provides a one second update on
position. based on a l00 sum of average interragations from each of
several shore remote trisponders. It can be utilized an a time-
sharing mode with another base unit on another vessel.

2. ~De th Saunder. A Rass Fineline Model 200 provides ten
digitized soundings per second together with an analog trace. This
depth sounder also writes a preselected number series of. fix marks
on the analog trace during the data aequi.sitian process. The
numbering system on the fix marks matches the fix mark numbering
system utilized on the track plotter.

3, Plotter. A Houston Instrument model DP-3 platter with a
twenty-two inch wide movable feed fixed bed provides on-hoard
survey plots.

4. K~e board Printer. A Digital Equipment Corporation model
LA � 36 keyboard printer is provided for operator control of program
routines ta be discussed later and provide far operator input of
time, location of shore remotes, and other parameters required ta
initiate and continue with data acquisition process.

5. Keyboard Disglay. A keyboard/digital display unit, provid-
ing for secondary access of programmed routines and ta provide
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Figure 5. TnLe..grat.ed Hycrusvrvey sv~;:;.ew,
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register call-ups, is included with the system, The keyboard dis-
play is a Digital Equipment Corporation RT model 02.

6. Left/ri~ht Console. Two identical left/right consolee are
utilized. One is for the boat operator and one for the survey system
operator. Each console has needle indication of left/right dis-
tances from a preselected course in units of feet on a scale
graduated from 0-90 feet in both directions. It has a switch to
enable the operator to switch the scale to a multiple of ten with
an indicator light to show the latter mode when the 90-foot
scale is exceeded. The console also displays the on-course speed
of knots updated at least every two seconds and provides a digital
display of the various register call-ups demanded by the survey
system operator. These call � ups include, but are not. limited to,
distance from the end of the course, distance form the begirlning
of the course, etc. A switch is provided on the left/right console
to manually change needle orientation if required when survey
courses are run in both directions in series. Figure 6 illustrates
the left/right console.

7. ~Ta e Vnits. l'wo magnetic tape drives and the paper t.ape
drive are included with the system. Magnetic tape drives are
uti.lized to input data acquisition and data editing routines and
to provide the output tape to be sent to the District office for
production of the survey charts. Paper tape drive is lltilized to
input parameters for each parti.cular survey chart. such as chart
orientation, chart skew, location of point of beginning, channel
limits, etc. that are peculiar and preprogrammed for each area to
be surveyed.

8. Hand-held control unit. A hand held control unit is also
provided to facilitate the Fina.l chart-editing process. This unit
can be seen resting on the left/right console in Figure 6.

9. Central Frocessin~tlnit. All of the above-mentioned
hardware components are interfaced into a Digital Equipment Corpor-
ation PDF 11-34 computer to complete the survey system electronics.

Generally the system utilized a "two-pass" technique. Data
accumulation and track plotting are accomplished in an on-line
mode, and data outputs, including chart plotting, quanti.ty
computations, etces are provided in the "off � 1ine" mode. The
system has two basic and separate capabilities. First, it can
acquire data and output an edited soilnding chart, as illustrated
on Figures 2, 3, and 4. Secondly, when utilized in a eros;-line
type survey, the off-linc routine can. utilize the data acquired
to plat cross-sections based on every digitized sounding �0 per
second! and compute volumes and show them on the plotted cross-
sections on an accumulated basis on board the vessel. An example
of. this is shown in Figure 7.

The system is currently utilized almost ex' lllsively for data
acquisition for hydrographic survey sounding plots. Data
acquired during the on � line process is stored on tape and, at
the end of the day's run, tide soundings are read into the computer
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and the off-line programmirrg routine is in;-.arced via
magnetic tape ta provide an edited sounding plot. During this
last process, the surveyor on board scrutinizes the plot and
reviews it for suspicious looking soundings. If some areas have
been left blank due to momentary interruptions of the position'ng
system, the surveyor can interrupt the process and by examine< iL!n
of the analog trace, insert the soundings on an individual basis
and/or delete erroneous soundings to provide for a final output
tape to be sent to the District office.

Other features of the system to provide for uniform operation and
for a complete and accurate sounding plot, include a smoothing
routine on the right-left indicator by which the computer rev' ews
the several previous distance measurements and applies a "proration"
value to each sa that the needle operates in a smooth and -.ontinuous
manner without erratic movements that would be caused by util=zing
only the one-second updates for each position.

For the digitized imputs form the fathometer, a routine is suppiied
that divides the digitized soundings in blocks of 1 to 20
seconds on 1 second intervals at the request of the surveyor.
Normally we use blocks of from one to four seconds in length
depending on the surface conditions of the water  swell lengths,
etc.!. These blocks are evaluated by the computer and then mean
averaged to provide actual printed soundings closely and uniformly
spaced. Sounding figures themselves are 7 millimeters in height.
At the opexator's selection, these soundings can be written ou an
orientation along the line or at right angles to the line being
plotted, The system also includes a feature based on surveyor' s
selection to plot the mean depths where applixable but also to
plot the least depths at the shoalest sounding in their correct
location on the plotter output. In this case, the least depths
take priority and adjacent soundings are displaced slightly to
make room for the least. depth shoal sound'ng in it actual
position. This capability enables accurate location of the sand
waves experienced routinely in the Columbia River project and
enhances the ability for the reviewer in the District offi.ce to
hand contour the sheets on an accurate basis and, also, insures
more accurate quantity computation capabilities. An enlarged
portion of a typical condition survey sheet showing the least
depths plotted in their respective posi.tions is shown in Figure 8,

During the on-line tract plot data acquis'ition pro..ess, the vessels's
track is shown continuously on the txack plotter. Numbered fix
marks normally at approximately 2,5000-foot intervals are shown
on both the plotter and analog trace, as previously mentioned,.
Our current method is to have these fix marks represent the time,
in 0 � digit numbers, for each of those preselected intervals.
During the data acquisition process, the surveyor ran use the
keyboard register to call up various indicarors, such as on � course
distances, distances from the end of course, distance from the
beginning of the course, distance to the right or left of the
couxse, offset number or other information to facilitate both his
and the vessel operator'., performance during the data acquisition.
These readouts, when left or! register, are u!o!Iated everv " ;econds
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automatically until terminated or another register is called up.
All of these readouts are produced by the system from a set of pre-
determined call-up numbers two digits in length. The sounding plat
of the system has the capability ta include tenths of foot as sub-
scripts. These. are normally not utilized in our Columbia River
type surveys. Figure 9 is an example of a typical track plat
 note fix marks! and Figure 10 is an example of a survey plot
printed on the vessel.

10. Survey Vessel RODOLF. As mentioned previously, search for
a "state of the art" high-speed vessel was begun in late 1975 to
provide a platform to use the capabilities of the "state of the art"
electronics. After analyzing various types of high-speed craft
together with the desired requirements of the Columbia River project
and also be capable of transit along the Oregon Coast, an air-
cushion � assisted catamaran was selected as a type of vessel that
would provide our optimum performance capabilities. A two-part
procurement proposal was initiated, and through the results of the
proposal process, Hell-Hal.ter, Inc.,'of New Orleans, Louisiana, won
the contract for providing the Portland District vessel. Hell-
Halter is a joint venture of Bell Aerospace and Halter Harine
Servi.ces Inc. The RODOLF is 48 feet in length, has a beam of 24
feet, and a maximum draft  off cushion! af 5 feet 10 inches.
~'Learance af the wet deck  off cushion! from the water surface
is 1 fa"t. C1". ~r-.i«... oi the wet deck  on cushion! is 2.3 feet.
The boat's displacement under full load is 55,000 pounds. The
vessel has a continuous tap speed of 35 miles an hour with a pay-
load consisting of fuel far 6 hours operation at that speed, 7 per-
sons, 50 percent water, all stores and electroni.c surveying system.
The vessel has fuel tankage sufficient for a cruise at 25 miles per
hour for 40 hours, without refueling, with the same crew and equip-
ment loads. This fuel capability is to provide accomplishment of
a normal week's data acquisition requirements without refueling.
Off-cushion, the vessel has a cantinuous speed of 15 miles per hour
with the same payload. Propulsion is provided by twa 8V-92N
Detroit Diesel marine engines, 350 shaft horsepower each. Propel-
Lers are 24-inch diameter, 4-bladed stainless steel protected by
skegs. The lift fan engine is a 4-53N Detroit Diesel marine
engine, 105 shaft horsepower. It has two Onan 7.5 kw auxiliary
generators. Figure 11 shows the RODOLF under construction.
Figure 12 is the ~essel underway.

Special problems attendant with the use of the air-cushian-
assisted vessel for hydrographic surveying, include determination.
of the location of transducers in the hull to provide for contin-
uous data acquisition at speeds in excess of 25 miles an haur, and
determination of the depth of the transducer below the water
surface at varying speeds taking into account the impact of the
captive air bubble between the hull of the vessel. Before the
procurement for the vessel was initiated, tests of transducers
located at several positions on a privately owned vessel with
similar performance characteristics were accomplished. It was
found that a transducer located nearly at midship provided
continuous data acquisitiau in excess of 35 miles an hour. Preii-
minary tests with the PODOLF confirm this performance. Transducers
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located forward and aft of that position experienced some int:er-
ference from air bubbles because of the surface effects of the
vessel. Wake experienced with the vessel is very smaIL as illus-
trated in Figure 13. This enab.les us to perform hydrographic
surveys at speeds of 25 miles an hour routineIy alongside marinas,
boathouse moorages or other locations where previous surveys had
to be accomplished at speeds of less than 5 miles an hour with
displacement hull-type vessels. Fuel requirements of the RODOLF
are about 25X below that of a similar size displacement hull vessel.
The capabilities of the RODOLF to mobilize to the job site at:
speeds of 35 miles an hour also has greatly enhanced the produc-
tivity of the hydrographic survey crew and system.

Figure 13. ttODOI.I-' Rake

11. Office Processinp, .lagnetic tape sent to the District
office from thc RODOI,F is processed through the District compute~
to split it into a magnetic tape to be utilized for the Dist: ict's
1arge CAI.CONP 72" f1atbed plot:ter for the final surveying sheets
an reproducible material and to a disc for use for office personnel
in combination with prepared template information for quantity
computations. Figures 2, 3, and 4 are examp1es of the final
output of the overall system.

12. Future. We have. assembled a .ophisticated and complex
electronic syst: em together with the "state of thc art" vessel for
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hydrographic surveying in our District.. Experience has shown that
the remaining t'me loss to be eliminated is attributed to t.hs
type of positioning system utilized with the system. The present
positioning system requires the survey crew to place several remote
units at locations a3ong the shore or on structures in the water a"
the beginning of each day's survey and to retrieve these units at . p
end of the day. Up to two hours lost time, out of a t.;pica i. j0- ~o«r
surveying day can be attributed to this process.

The Corps of Engineers Naterways Experiment Station, in cooperat:i.on
with a private company, has for several years participated in
development of a passive radar reflector type positioning .;ystem,
that will provide the accuracy desired for th» hydrographic surveying
process. This system is in the final stages of development and It
is anticipated that it will be available to Corps of Engineers'
districts for use for hydrographic surveying crews, hopper dredge
and other marine plant within 18 months to 2 years. Completion of.
system development and the installation of required radar reflectors
at permanent key points along the navigation projects will eliminate
the time delays experienced now for setting up a shore-based line of
sight positioning systems. Also eliminated will be the continuous
maintenance of the required battery systems. We look forward to a
productive future with the svstems described.
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SIZING OF CONTAINMENT AREAS FOR DREDGED MATERIAL

by

Suzanne Lacasse
1

ABSTRACr

The paper presents a method for sizing containment areas

filled with dredged materi~le The technique aims at

improving the bulking factor sizing method by taking into

account  a! the properties of the channel sediment,  b! the

behaviour of the dredged material in the disposal ar=a, an»

 c! the components of the dredging operation that affect

volume of sediment entering the disposal area. The void

ratio of the dredged material in the containment area

represents the major unknown in the method. Laboratory

sedimentation tests on channel sediment can lead to

prediction of void ratio versus depth and time in dr dged

material. Field investigations, includ.ing measurements of

water content, rate of settling, excess pore pressure in t!;'.

dredged material, and. spatial distribution of solids in th'

containment area provide additional information. on the

material behaviour. The predicted void ratio versus depth

distribution of dredged material compared well with

measured values. The performance predicted at several

conta.inment areas agreed well with the field records

available.

l
Civil engineer, Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, Oslo Norway.
Formerly lecturer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massac'husetts.



I . I NTRQDU :TI ON

The increasing scarcity and cost of land-based disposal

areas for dredged material and restrictions on open � wafer

disposal create the need for efficient use of existing and

future disposal sites. Whereas densification of the dredged

material and design of conta.inment areas to maximize

settling effectiveness appear as possible means to reduce

required containment volumes, the first priority remains the

assessment of the volume actually occupied by a given volume

of material dredged.

Two important variables set stringent conditions on lan !�

based disposal projects: volume of channel sediment dxedged

and available containment volume. The empirical nature of

existing sizing methods and the complex geotechnical aspects

of channel sediment  before dredging! and dredged mater>al

 after disposal! render reliable assessment of performance

of a containment area very difficult.

Bulking factors have been commonly used to estimate recuired

volume capacity  Johnson, 1976; Huston , 1970! . They

generally vary with types of sediments and location.

Lacasse et al. �977a! presented a review of sizing practice

based on interviews of a number of dredging specialists, in

short the methods amount to refined but still empirical

bulking factor techniques where sizing depends on a factor

defined in terms of the type  i.e., sand, silt or clay! o'

the sediment. Containment, area designers need however

rational sizing method that includes in a systematic manner

all the parameters that affect the volume of dredged

material in a disposal area.

The paper presents a method that predicts the volume

occupied by a given quantity of channel sediment. dredged.

The method integrates various components cf the dredging
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operation through a material balance equation and def"'":,es an

equilibrium void ratio in the dredged material for excess

pore pressures near complete dissipation. The technique

provides specific and simple procedures that lead to mo. e

reliable results than the bulking factor approach. The

following paragraphs also describe the behaviour of channel

sediment and dredged material and apply the prediction

methodology to five containment areas. In three instances,

the predicted required containment volumes are compared to

actual field performance.

II. CONTAINMENT AREA SIZING NETHODOLOGV

B. 1 ME2'HODOE OGZ

The sizing method quantifies the interrelationship among -he

components of a dredging project that affect volume predic-

tions. The methodology proceeds in five steps  see al

Diagram l!:

a. Determination of volume of solids effectivel.y

retained in the area through a material balance

equation.

b. Prediction of state of dredged material in area

 void ratio! .

c. Prediction of required containment volume for

dredged material.

d. Computation of settlement of foundation.

e. Computation of containment. area dimension
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Determine the Volume of Channel
Sediment Dredged

imate In Situ Void
io of Sediment

Determ~ ne Volume o f Sol i ds Reta ined i n
Area with Material 6alance Equation

Predict Void Ratio Versus Dept
Versus Time of Dredged Materia

Compute Required
Containment Volume

at Time of Interest

tain Containment Dimension

Satisfy Required Disposal
lume and Local Criteria

Calculate Settlement of
, Foundation under Containment
, Dikes and Dredged Material

Adjust Design Height to Satisfy
Containment, Freeboard, and
Settlement Conditions

L

Diagram 1 Procedure for sizing containment areas.
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ratio, eo, from field investigations and/or

yields the design volume of solids to be

sediment void

correlations,

dredged:

Vt
p 1+co

wnere V � design volume of solids ta be dredged,

Vt � � design volume of bottom sediment to be

dredged;

eo = void ratio of cha~nel sediment.

A material balance equation ties in all the component..- of

the dredging process that affect volume. The relationshi~.

states that the volume of solids in the containment

equals the volume af solids removed from the bottom mLnus

lasses:

Vc Vp   1 + Fo ! Fe Fp Fc

where V = volume of salids retained in containmentC

area,

Vp = design volume of solids dredged;

Fooverdredging f actor

Fe = e f f iciency a f dr edge removal action,

Fp � � efficiency of transpast system,

Fc = efficiency of containment system.

The total volume of in situ solids removed includes possiul~-.

overdredging by the contractor and is related to the design

volume of solids to be removed, Vp, by the factor � + Fo! .
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The design volume of channel sediment to be dredged is

determined by field investigations, past yearly records, and

channel depth requirements. An assessment of the in situ



Efficiencies in Equations 1 and 2 express the ratio of

volume of solids delivered by each component to volume of

solids input to that component. For example, Fe includes

losses of material upon. removal of sediment *, and Fc

possible losses of material through the containment sy tern

and over the effluent weir.

The state of the dredged material in the disposal area

represents another variable required to estimate the

�!VCA � Vc � + eave!

where VCA = required containment volu~e,

eave = average void ratio of dredged material.

Substituting Equations 1 and 2 in Equation 3, the required.

containment volume becomes;

Vt � +Fo! F FpFc � + ea !
�!VCA

� + eo!

In the case of thick deposits of dredged material, settle-

ment of the underlying foundation might. occur and alter the

disposal site capacity. In some cases, foundation settle-

ments can be so small that neglecting them in the comps  a-

tions would not h,ave appreciably impaired the predictions.

Moreover, if erection of the containment dikes is recent,

the dikes themselves may settle.

Pertains to all types of dredging ac t~ons  mechanical., suction, mr
combined! .

containment volume. The sizing methodology predicts the

void ratio versus depth distribution of the dredged mat.erial

as a function of time  see next section!. The required

containment volume at a given time can then be expressed as:



Table I indexes the physical components considered ir. the

sizing methodology and lists the significant parameters and

the means available to assign values to these parameter.

Table I Index to Sizing Methodology Parameters

Related

parameters
Physical
Component

DeterminationParameter

Average void ratio,
eave  vs depth and
vs time!

Dredged
Materi a l

Experience
Channel sampling
Correl a ti ons

In situ void ratio,
eo

Sediment

Related to Fo
and Fp

Channel surveys
Yearly averages
Physical requirements

Yolume of material

dredged, Yt

Dredging
Operation

Foundation
Performance

Settlement

Containment areas are either filled in one continuous opera-

tion or designed for multiple-year usage. The assessment of

the state of the dredged material necessitates, in each case,

knowledge of the behaviour of the dredged material with

time.
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Overdredging, Fo
Removal eff~c~ency,
Fe
Transpor t
efficiency, Fp
Containment

efficiency, Fc

Past experience
Hest estimates

Laboratory tests
Field measurements
Corre lations

Experience
Past case studies
Hest estimates
Field measurements

and control

One-0 settlement
analysis
Stress increase due

to dredged material
surcharge

Grain size
Plasticity
Sedimentation!
consolidation
rate

I

Use

conventional
techniques



In summary, the prediction methodology establishes an inter-

relationship between measurable soil characteristics and

dredging operation parameters. A material balance equati,":.r.

determines the effective volume of solids entering .the

containment area and yields the required containment volume.

III. BEHAVIOUR OF CHANNEL SEDIMENT AND DREDGED MATERIAL

Very little data have been published on geotechnica' proper-

ties of dredged material. Corps of Engineers �969!, Salem

and Krizek �976!, Bartos �976!, Krizek et al. �977! and

MIT �975! presented index properties and simplified

behavioural patterns. Lacasse et al. [1977 a! and b!]

described in depth the behaviour of dredged material

placed in a containment area. They considered rate of

settling, excess pore pressures, and void ratio versus depth

and time, as measured in the labora.tory and at several fie.',c.

sites through the U.S.A. They also presented detailed.

investigations of index properties and potential particle

segregation in the containment area.

Laboratory sedimentation-consolidation tests on dredged

slurry at an initial solids concentration of 15% by weight

enable prediction of field void ratio distribution of

dredged material. Measurements with time of change in

elevation of settling suspension, solids concentration

versus depth and pore pressures in stillwater sediment. ation

cylinders defined void ratio-log effective stress relation-

ships for low stress levels. Samples cut from the sei

mented materials were then consolidated to higher effective
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stresses in a constant rate of strain consolidation

apparatus.

Laboratory settling rates of channel sediment were initially

very rapid for all materials �0 percent reduction in slurry

height in less than a day! . For annual deposits of dredged

material of the order of less than 3 m thick., the time -'or

dissipation of excess pore pressures is relatively short,'

can be safely stated that self-weight consolidation will be

well under way before the start of the next dredging ',eason.

One-dimensional compressibility curves for. various d:!-«:-.:o'>'ed

materials indicate that the compres"ion index is very ow at

effective stresses equivalent to 1 to 5 m of dredged over-

burden and the change in void ratio during dissipation of

the remaining pore pressures as well as that induced k».

additional loading will be small. For sizing purpose:,:

consideration of the volume occupied by the material,:..;t;;.L

sedimentation and self-weight. consolidation is thus

sufficient.

With respect to coefficient of conso3.ida ion data, .=aca;-se

et al. �977 a! summarized p:evious parametric -Ludie;; :.=on.'-

for dredged materials and slimes and pj:esenLed coefficien«t:;.,

measured from constant rate of consolidation tests.

8. Z PRF'Di CI'IOif O' IA SI i'U VGi 0 RAi IO OF DPHIL>GF73 «'fA7FP» ~! '

The void ratio-effective stress curves  also called

compressibility curves! enable prediction of the void ratio

distribution versus depth in the field. The procedure

consists of the following steps:

1. Divide depth of dredged material into several layers.

2. Assume an average void raLio for each layer.
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3 . With this void rat x,! ' ale'uxate to'<..al a.";id ef f ec t i.ve

vertical stress in each layer .

4. Obtain new void ratio for each layer using

calculated stresses and data from experimental

compressibility curves.

5. Iterate through Steps 3 and 4 until void ratio

versus depth remains constant after iteration ',o:ie

or two iterations are generally sufficientI .

This procedure was applied to four sites. Figures 1 to 4

illustrate the predicted v<.id ratios. measurement and

compilation of field void ratios took place only after

completion of the predictions and therefore did riot in-

fluence the predictions. Computation of field. void

considered. water contents a.id total unit weights to take

into account any incomplete saturation. n Browns Lai.e how-.

ever, where field densities were not measured., the calcula-

tions used. S = 1005.

Typically, void ratios below 50 cm xemained constant w .th

depth. In Branfurd Harbor, the p' edic~ed void ratio beIow

depth of 25 cm agreed well with the field void ratios mes=

sured. ten years after disposal. In the one-year old James

River � Windmill Point site, sampling difficulties impaired

the reliability of the field measurement ,. Void ratios

based on water contents averaged .. 0. However, during :e-

covery, the core:- underwent a :olumetr...c compxossion

approximately 50~. Measured water contexirs were corx'eci;.~:.d

to account for this vclume change, leading to an estimated

field void ratio of 2.5. Tne pxedicted void ratio averag'.~.

3.0 below a depth of 60 cm. Two site' in Cleveland FIarbo.-,

one four year old, the other six m.;»ths old, ~rovided i:..:..=.�

surements of fiel d void ra I;.ios very clos'; to the pr edicted

void ratio of 2.30. For Brow»s I.ake�samples used for
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8. 8 NEA SURED ZK Sl'TU VOiD RAT1 0 OF GHANA'EJi SED1 ~iEJi''T AND

DREDGED MATER1AL

The void ratio~ of the fine-grained channel sediment, the

settling rate, total unit. weight, and void ratio of the

dredged material can be related to �! ambient water.

environment, �! grain size, and �! plasticity of the

material. Figure 5 plots measured. field void ratios of

channel sediment and dredged material versus plasticity

index. Figure 6 compares these results with the se~

tidal flat deposits relationships proposed by Skempton

�970! for inorganic silts and clays.

Void. ratios af chanue7. sediment showed considerable sc:,.tt;...

and should be determined preferably throug;-» fixed-- piston

sampling or as a minimum with disturbed sampling. Iiowever,

Fig. 1 indicates higher void ratios for higher plasticity

indices. Void ratios also increase with higher percentage

of fines. The void ratio in the dispel;;~1 a»ea  after

sedimentation and self-weight consolidation! also increasecl

with salinity and plasticity.

+ Measurements of water content enable detex'mination of the in situ
void ratio by the equation:

Gsw=Se

specific gravity of solids
water content

degree of saturation {see Lacasse et al., 1977 a, b;
void ratio

where

W

s

laboratory sedimentation-consolidation tests came from near

the exit weir location. The data in the figure illustrate

progression of the field settling. Void ratios will perhaps

decrease further with time and agree more closely with pre-

dicted behaviour,
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The examples presented indicate that the prediction method

for void ratio versus depth distribution of dredged material

yields acceptable results for fine-grained soils. The data

show that void ratios of channel sediment and dredged mater-

ial are related to ambient water environment, plasticity and

grain size of the material.

Section VI presents guidelines for selection of the void

ratios of channel sediment and dredged material for use in

the sizing methodology.

IV. DREDGING OPERATION PARAMETERS

Four parameters of the dredging operation affect volume pre-

dictions: the overdredging factor, Fo, and the removal,

transport, and containment efficiencies, Fe Fp and
Determination of these parameters can be based on experien=e,

"best estimates", past case studies, and field measurements.

Control of the dredging and/or containment operation can

also provide values for these variables, especially w Lth

respect to losses of material.

Overdredging depends on:

a. The type of sediment: Fo can vary with stiffness of.

the sediment. Maintenance and new dredged material

are likely to have different Fo values.

b. Control of the dredge position: The ability of a

dredge operator becomes important.

c. instability of side slopes and other possible local

characteristics.
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Figure 7 illustrates a possible definition of overdredged

volume. It is a highly variable parameter. In Mobile

Alabama, overdredging factors backfigured from four dredging

jobs varied from 31 to 78%. Water aur1act

epoch

FIGURE 7. OVERDREDGING IN CHANNEL CROSS � SECTION

The dredging operation efficiency depends on a variety of

factors.

For dredging currently done in the U.S.A., not all solids

from the in situ sediment enter the mouth of the dredge,

losses due to agitation or suspension of soil particles

occur during removal. Values for the removal efficiency

factor, Fe, depend on the type of sediment, the type of

removal, the pumping rate, the rate of advance of the

cutting tool, soil density, and tidal velocity. Speci.f~c

values of Fe are generally determined from experience.
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Solids can also be lost during transport from the dredge to

the disposal area as a result of leaks or breaks in the

pipeline. Values of the transport efficiency factor, Fp,

depend on the amount of control exercised over the dredging

contractor and the type of sediment. For large well-run

operations, Fp will likely approach 1.0. Requirements for
Fp equal to 1.0 could be established in dredging contracts.

The efficiency of the containment system, Fc, depends on the

amount of solids lost from the containment structure and the

amount of solids discharged through the effluent weir.

Considerable material may be lost if dike freeboard is not

designed to prevent breaching. Choice of adequate weir out-

flow and slurry inflow rates as a function of containment

size and settling of solids should help keep Fc high.

Table II summarizes a review of current practice, based. on

interviews of selected dredging specialists. The average

"best estimates" offered by all the specialists indicate

that overdredging varies between 20 and 30% and that overall

losses  during removal and transport and from the contain-

ment system! were less than 5%  Fe = 97%, Fp � � 100%,
Fc = 98%!. Table II also summarizes the average and best

estimate of each dredging operation parameter and lists the

variables affecting each of them.

The selection of an overd.redging factor should be based on

local experience along a particular channel reach to bs

dredged. Use of an ovexdredging factor between 0 and 304,

with the value decreasing with increasing sediment consi.;�

tency is recommended. For smaller jobs, slightly laxger Fo

values may be appropriate. Very strong winds or tides

during dredging can decrease the removal efficiency, Fe, by

5 or 10%. Otherwise, Fe should remain near 1004. Values of

Fe � 95'4, Fp = 100%, and Fc = 100% are recommended for use
in the sizing methodology unless local conditions indicate
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different values. The volume of sediment to be dredged

should consider expected overdepths paid to the contractor

since these are not included in the overdredging factor.

In the sizing equation  eq. 4!, the components of the
dredging operation, � + Fo! Fe Fp Fc, would then account for
a factor between 0.95 and 1.24.

V. APPLICATION OF THE PREDICTION METHODOLOGY

This section applies the prediction methodology to four

disposal sites:

a. Cleveland Harbor combined disposal site nos. 1 and 2

 Michigan!.

b. Cleveland Harbor disposal site no. 12  Michigan!,

designed for multi-year usage.

c. Brandford Harbor  Connecticut!.

d. Anacortes  Washington! .

The information necessary for the solution of the sizing

equation at each disposal site was not always available. In
such cases, engineering judgment and experience with other

dredged materials were used. Lacasse et al. �977 a! de-

scribed the layout and investigations at each disposal site.

Table !!I summarizes the parameters and the results of each

analysis.

In the use of the prediction method, available data are

often scarce, but correlations with other dredged material

can provide estimates for the missing data. In the three

instances where predicted and measured volumes were compared,
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Table III Appl ~cation of Sizing Methodology

nd Harbor
nacortes~

Area n
 Fut

a no,

1975!
Site

2,102,
5% all
overde

383,755,910

SM = 0.90
ML = l.80

CH = 2.252.0.05

Avg = 1.94

1520

0.970.9.95

SM = 0.90

ML = 2.30

CH = 3.00
30++ 2.3

vg = 2.52

2,722, 512,530,615

535,170

Channel sediment included three soil types in the following
proportions: SN = silty sand �%!

ML = silt �5%!
CH = plastic c1ay �0%!

Void ratio measured in field = predicted void ratio,

Given planar area of site, one can determine requi red height of
dikes  after consideration of the potential settlements!.

~*** Losses are expected, based on past experience,
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the results were generally satisfactory. The procedure

reduced the uncertainty generally associated with contain-

ment volumes determined from traditional sizing techniques.

Comparison of measured versus predicted volumes in Cleveland

Harbor disposal sites agreed amazingly well. In the case of

planning of future areas, one must also provide for

sufficient freeboard on the retaining dikes.

VI, GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION DF SIZING PARAMETERS

6. 2 CHANNEL SEDIMENT

Three approaches enable one to estimate the void ratio of

channel sediment eo: �! obtain undisturbed samples and

measure water contents, and total unit weights  to coal ~is

void ratio and degree of saturation!, �! obtain disturbed

samples and measure water contents  assuming a degree of

saturation!, �! use existing correlations. Fi.gure 8

presents recommended values of void ratio for channel sedi�

ment as a function of plasticity index and liquid limit.

The plot distinguishes between saltwater and freshwater

deposits. One should note that limited data underlie the

recommendations. Additional field measurements would

greatly help refine selection of void ratio for channel

sediment.

Determination of the void ratio of channel sediment by

correlations should be done in three steps:

1. Find void ratio as a function of plasti,city index

and water salinity.

2. Find void ratio as a function of liquid limit and

water salinity.
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3. Compare values of void ratio and select best value

 from experience, local conditions, special soil

characteristics, etc'� ! .

6'. 2 OBZDGED bM Ti, R TA l

The measured void ratio of dredged material exhibited much

less scatter than the void ratio of the channel sediment.

Predicted values from labaratory sedimentation-consolidation

tests have agreed amazingly well with field measurement=.

For sizing containment areas designed for multiple-year

usage, it is recommended to consider the void ratio attained

after sedimentatian and self-weight consolidation, since

dissipation of most excess pore pressures occurs during and

between dredging seasons. Means of assessing the void ratio

of dredged material include �! laboratory sedimentat=an-

consolidation tests and �! correlations with plasticity

index and/ar liquid limit. If labaratary test results are

not available, Fig. 9 provides an alternate way of obtaining

void ratio.

The vaid ratios shawn in Figs. 9 and 10 allow one to

calculate the volume increase of the channel sediment after

dredging, transport, and disposal. The volume increase is

defined as > +1 + eave
1..00 . Figure 10 shows the volume in-

+ e~

crease as a function of Ip for freshwater and saltwater

deposits. 4 volume increase factor af 1.00 indicates na

volume change. Volume increases computed from the field

data presented appear as data points in the figure. For

slightly plastic to non-plastic, fine-grained, freshwater

materials  Ip ' 20%!, the volume increase due to dredging

and disposal  after sedimentation and self-weight consolida-

tion! remains less than 10%, whereas for highly plastic.,

saltwater material  Ip ~ 505!, the volume increase can. reach
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30%. The scatter emphasizes the need for additional field

measurements.

V I I . CONCLUS I ONS

in the sizing technique.
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The containment area sizing technique presented aims at

improving the bulking factor sizing method and takes inta

account  l! the properties of the channel sediment, �!

the behaviour of the dredged material in the disposal ;ite,

and �! the components of the dredging operation that

affect volume of sediment dredged. Void ratios of both

channel sediment and dredged material are the major unknowns



The author proposes a technique to predict the void r a'c io of

dredged material from laboratory column sedimentation--

consolidation tests on channel sediment. Void ratios pre-

dicted at several disposal sites agreed well with measured

values. In summary, the data indicate the following:

a. For slightly plastic to non-plastic fine-grained

freshwater material  Ip < 20!, the volume in rease

after dredging and disposal remains less than. 10

percent .

b. For highly plastic saltwater material  Ip - =I:.j, thc.

volume increase after dredging and disposal c: an

reach 30 percent.

limited data urderlie these relationships. Additionaj fin.].,

measurements would greatly help refine selection of vo.id

ratios of sediment and dredged materi.al,

An investigaticn of the dredging operation compon:,nts

indicates that the overdredging factor, Fo, .is the:,!!o;-:~..

significant, since the 1oss of soli.ds during the � ;-. oper.;t;con

was observed  or is reouired! as very low.

Application of the sizing method to several act !a1. fielc

cases proved satisfactory. In two ins'ances, the ~ol»me wa;-;

overpredicted by less than 10 percent and in a third

disposal site, the pz'edictIon was unsafe by 5 percent. Zo

improve the reliability of the pred''orion method, one nee~s

to:

a. Refine sampling procedures to obtain more: eliabl.

measurements of sediment void ratio.

b. Document further comparison of predicted versus

field void ratios of both channel sediment and.

dredged material.
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c. Investigate possible means of limiting uncertain nay

on the overdredging factor.

When selecting the parameters necessary to solve the sizing

equation, the author recommends the following investigations:

a. Sampling of the sediment along length of channel.

b. Estimate of approximate consistency of sediment

 penetration tests, for example!.

c. Measurement of grain size and plasticity of

sediment.

During the dredging operation, it is recommended to:

a. Observe dredging operation and any excessive losses.

b. After each dredging season  in a multi-year usage

disposal area!, verify the effective volume of

dredged material and required containment volume.

In containment areas designed for multi-year usage, it

recommended to apply the sizing methodology at the end of

each dredging year. This procedure will not only establish

a bank of data fax each methodology parameter and thus help

reduce their uncertainty, but also enable one to reexamine

volume predictions and, if necessary, modify either contain-

ment volume or volume to be dredged.
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